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ABSTRACT
This dissertation covers the two major parts of my PhD research: i) developing a theoretical
framework of complex networks and applying simulation and numerical methods to study
the robustness of the network system, and ii) applying statistical physics concepts and
methods to quantitatively analyze complex systems and applying the theoretical framework
to study real-world systems.
In part I, we focus on developing theories of interdependent networks as well as build-
ing computer simulation models, which includes three parts: 1) We report on the effects
of topology on failure propagation for a model system consisting of two interdependent
networks. We find that the internal node correlations in each of the networks signifi-
cantly changes the critical density of failures, which can trigger the total disruption of the
two-network system. Specifically, we find that the assortativity within a single network
decreases the robustness of the entire system. 2) We study the percolation behavior of
two interdependent scale-free (SF) networks under random failure of 1-p fraction of nodes.
We find that as the coupling strength q between the two networks reduces from 1 (fully
coupled) to 0 (no coupling), there exist two critical coupling strengths q1 and q2, which
separate the behaviors of the giant component as a function of p into three different regions,
and for q2 < q < q1, we observe a hybrid order phase transition phenomenon. 3) We study
the robustness of n interdependent networks with partially support-dependent relationship
both analytically and numerically. We study a starlike network of n Erdos-Renyi (ER),
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SF networks and a looplike network of n ER networks, and we find for starlike networks,
their phase transition regions change with n, but for looplike networks the phase regions
change with average degree 〈k〉.
In part II, we apply concepts and methods developed in statistical physics to study
economic systems. We analyze stock market indices and foreign exchange daily returns for
60 countries over the period of 1999-2012. We build a multi-layer network model based on
different correlation measures, and introduce a dynamic network model to simulate and
analyze the initializing and spreading of financial crisis. Using different computational
approaches and econometric tests, we find atypical behavior of the cross correlations and
community formations in the financial networks that we study during the financial crisis of
2008. For example, the overall correlation of stock market increases during crisis while the
correlation between stock market and foreign exchange market decreases. The dramatic
increase in correlations between a specific nation and other nations may indicate that this
nation could trigger a global financial crisis. Specifically, core countries that have higher
correlations with other countries and larger Gross Domestic Product (GDP) values spread
financial crisis quite effectively, yet some countries with small GDPs like Greece and Cyprus
are also effective in propagating systemic risk and spreading global financial crisis.
vii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The interdisciplinary filed of network science has been evolved drastically in the recent
years.
The very first probability model of network was proposed by two Hungarian mathe-
maticians Paul Erdo˝s and Alfred Re´nyi [1, 2]. It is a very simple yet subtle model. They
assume that, if every pair of nodes is randomly connected by a link with same probability,
then it will be a network which degree distribution follows a Poisson distribution.
This model has been widely studied for almost 4 decades [3, 4, 5], but with the devel-
opment of science and technology and with more and more data becoming available from
every discipline, it is revealed that for many real-world system, which can be modelled into
networks, their degree distribution do not follow Poisson distribution. In order to give a
proper model as well as a way to explain the formation mechanism of these networks, in
1999, Barabasi investigated several real-life networks and found they all follow a power-law
degree distribution, and he proposed the scale-free network model [6] to explain the net-
works with power-law degree distribution and thus do not have a typical scale of degree.
He also uses the preferential attachment model to explain the formation of scale-free net-
works. Since this work, thousands of other researches have emerged because researchers
have tools to study the real networks [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] which for many cases have
power-law distribution and can be modelled using scale-free networks. For example, Inter-
net, world-wide-web, scientific literature citation networks, gene regulation networks, etc.,
all have scale-free network properties. This is the burst of the “first network revolution”.
As the modern technology keeps evolving, people find the complex systems in the real-
2world rarely stand on their own. Instead, systems rely on each other to keep functioning.
To better understand the coupled system, a more powerful model is needed beyond the
current single network model by then. In 2010, Buldyrev published an article in Nature [14],
For the first time, it brings the interdependent network model along with its mathematical
solution into the academia. When networks are coupled, new properties emerge that are
not present when networks are isolated. For instance, in fully connected networks, first-
order phase transition is observed when networks are under random attack, while only
seconder-order phase transition occurs if a single network is under such attack. Buldyrev’s
work have spawned over 300 additional papers in 3 years time [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 19, 26], creating the so-called “second network revolution”.
My research focuses on studying the interdependent networks. This dissertation will
expand in the following way: In the first half, it covers my work of theoretical develop-
ment of interdependent network model, from the topological percolation phase transition
perspective of view. In the second half, it covers the application of the interdependent
network model in financial system.
In part I, We report on the effects of topology on failure propagation for a model system
consisting of two interdependent networks. When building infrastructures and making
policies, how to arrange the layout to make the system more robust is a vital question
for designers and policy makers [27, 9, 28]. For example, is it better to add a new flight
between a major airport with a lot of flights and a small airport, or instead connecting
two airports with similar number of flights? We find that the internal node correlations in
each of the two interdependent networks significantly changes the critical density of failures
that triggers the total disruption of the two-network system. Specifically, we find that the
assortativity (i.e. the likelihood of nodes with similar degree to be connected) within a
single network decreases the robustness of the entire system. The results of this study on
the influence of assortativity may provide insights into ways of improving the robustness of
network architecture, and thus enhances the level of protection of critical infrastructures.
In part II, Since great majority of real life network systems are SF networks and usually
3they are connected with each other only with partial dependence, we study the percolation
behavior of two interdependent scale-free (SF) networks under random failure of 1-p fraction
of nodes, to try to better understand the robustness of the network systems in real life. Our
results are based on numerical solutions of analytical expressions and simulations. We find
that as the coupling strength between the two networks q reduces from 1 (fully coupled)
to 0 (no coupling), there exist two critical coupling strengths q1 and q2, which separate
three different regions with different behavior of the giant component as a function of p.
(i) For q ≥ q1, an abrupt collapse transition occurs at p = pc. (ii) For q2 < q < q1, the
giant component has a hybrid transition combined of both, abrupt decrease at a certain
p = pjumpc followed by a smooth decrease to zero for p < p
jump
c as p decreases to zero. (iii)
For q ≤ q2, the giant component has a continuous second-order transition (at p = pc). We
find that (a) for λ ≤ 3, q1 ≡ 1; and for λ > 3, q1 decreases with increasing λ. Here λ is the
scaling exponent of the degree distribution, P (k) ∝ k−λ. (b) In the hybrid transition, at the
q2 < q < q1 region, the mutual giant component P∞ jumps discontinuously at p = p
jump
c
to a very small but non-zero value, and when reducing p, P∞ continuously approaches to
0 at pc = 0 for λ < 3 and at pc > 0 for λ > 3. Thus, the known theoretical pc = 0 for a
single network with λ 6 3 is expected to be valid also for strictly partial interdependent
networks.
In part III, We apply the previous researches into a more general circumstance, which
includes any number of networks in the coupled system, and the dependence now has direc-
tions, and supporters and dependents can be distinguished. We study both analytically and
numerically the robustness of n interdependent networks with partially support-dependent
relationship, which reflects real-life networks more realistically. For a starlike network of
n Erdo˝s-Re´nyi (ER) networks, we find that the system undergoes from second order to
first order phase transition as coupling strength q increases. Moreover, we notice that the
region of first order transition becomes larger, while the region of second order transition
becomes smaller as the number of networks n increases. However, for a starlike network of
n scale-free (SF) networks, the system undergoes from second order through hybrid order
4to first order phase transition as q increases. Furthermore, we also observe that region of
first order transition remains constant and appears only for q = 1, however, the region of
hybrid order transition gradually becomes larger and the region of second order transition
becomes smaller as n increases. For a looplike network of n ER networks, we find the
giant component p∞ is independent of the number of networks. Additionally, when the
average degree of networks increases, the region of first order transition becomes smaller
and the region of second order transition becomes larger. For the case of n ER networks
with partially support-dependent relationship, as average supported degree k˜ →∞, n cou-
pled networks become independent and only second order transition is observed, which is
similar to q = 0.
In part IV, Based on the success of complex networks in modelling interconnected
systems, applying complex network theory to study financial and economic systems has
been thrived [29, 30, 31], but seldom of them use the interdependent networks model. In
order to apply interdependent networks model to study real world financial systems, we
analyze the stock market indices and foreign exchange daily returns for 60 countries over
the period of 1999-2012, and aim to find precursors of financial crisis formation and possible
origin countries. Using different correlation computation approaches and econometric tests,
we observe atypical behavior of the cross correlations and community formation during the
financial crisis of 2008. We build a multi-layer network model based on the correlation
measures, and introduce a dynamic Susceptible-Infected network model to simulate the
initializing and spreading of financial crisis. In general, core countries that have higher
correlations with other countries and larger Gross Domestic Product (GDP) values spread
financial crisis quite effectively, yet some counties with small GDPs like Iceland and Cyprus
are also effective in propagating systemic risk and spreading global financial crisis.
In order to avoid redundant and repeating statement in the context, some basic concepts
and definition will be introduced here.
51.1 Properties of Network
The definition of network is as simple as nodes (also known as vertices) connected by
links. Nodes are fundamental units of the system being studied, they could either be
physical or logical. For example, when studying a power grid, the nodes could be power
stations, and when world-wide-web is being studied, each website can be a node. Links are
the connections between nodes. They can also be physical or logical. From the previous
example, the wire between the power stations are links in the power grid network, and the
hyper-links connect a website to the other are logical links.
In order to have a mathematical framework to make the network theory clearer and
sounder, first of all, some properties of networks need to be defined. The number of nodes
in a network is usually expressed with N . Degree of a node, which express in k, means
the number of links of a certain node. 〈k〉 standards for the average number of links in a
network, and 〈k〉 =
N∑
i=1
k
N . The degree distribution is the probability distribution of degrees
over the whole network, which is expressed in P (k). This means if randomly draw a node
in the network, the probability of this node having degree k is P (k).
For ER network, as mentioned above, the degree distribution follows a Poisson distri-
bution [1],
P (k) =
e−〈k〉〈k〉k
k!
. (1.1)
The characteristic of ER network is, most of the nodes have about same degree around
〈k〉, and this is the scale of the ER network.
For SF network, the degree distribution follows a power law distribution,
P (k) ∝ k−λ, k = m, . . . ,K, (1.2)
while λ is a constant for network, m and K are the lower and upper cutoffs for the degree
of nodes in the network. After applying the normalization and being aware the degree
is integer and the degree distribution should be discrete, the degree distribution of SF
6networks becomes
P (k) =
(m
k
)λ−1
−
(
m
k + 1
)λ−1
. (1.3)
This is a power law distribution, and there is not a typical scale existed for the network,
so this type of networks with power law distributions is called scale-free network [6]. The
characteristic of SF network is most of the nodes have very low degree, and only a few
of nodes have large degree. We call the nodes with large degree hubs. Interestingly,
many real-life networks are found to have power law distribution, like Internet, world-
wide-web, airway systems, actors/actresses co-star networks, scientific citation networks,
scientific collaboration networks, gene-regulation networks, interbank payment networks,
protein-protein interaction networks and so on. Furthermore, for most of the real-world
SF networks, the λ of them is around 2 ∼ 3, which suggests there are some universal
mechanisms behind these networks.
1.2 Percolation
The mathematical concepts describing networks are graphs, and random graph theory is
the study of a statistical ensemble of graphs. Many properties of ensemble exist with
probability 1 if p > pc, and with probability 0 if p < pc, while pc is the threshold value
when N → ∞ and here p is some parameter of the network. This phenomenon has same
physical concept of a percolation phase transition [32].
In the network science, it is always interesting to find the percolation behavior of the
giant component. Giant component is the largest cluster of the network when N → ∞,
and cluster means a set of connected nodes which there is a path between any two nodes
among them. Initially, assume the whole network is a cluster and there are no smaller
clusters like single nodes existing, then the fraction of nodes belong to the largest cluster
is 1. We use s as the notation for the fraction of nodes belong to the largest cluster, and
s = SN which S is the number of nodes in the largest cluster, and N is the number of nodes
of the network. Then we start to remove nodes from the network. The removal of nodes
7also removes the links connected to these nodes from the network. After such removal, the
whole network will break into smaller parts, and we keep focusing on the largest cluster
size. When only a small fraction of nodes p is removed from the network, the size of largest
cluster s is still in the scale of whole network size. With increasing the p and more and
more nodes are being removed from the network, eventually at some p = pc, s will no
longer be comparable to the whole network size and as N → ∞, s → 0, which gives rise
of a percolation phase transition Since it is the nodes are being removed, we call this site
percolation.
Nowadays, how to protect the system and prevent systemic risks from happening draws
more and more attentions. In real-world networks, giant component S goes to 0 could mean
the total breakdown of the system, like the blackout of the power grid system in an area,
the default of banking system in some region, etc., thus to identify the critical threshold
value of pc at where percolation phase transition occurs is vital. It is necessary to have
mathematical tools to analytically study s as a function of p, and here comes the powerful
generating function method.
1.3 Generating Function Method
Generating function of network is very powerful because it stores all the information of net-
work structure in a single equation and can be used to derive the framework of percolation
phase transition. Newman [33, 34] brought this method into network science, and the most
fundamental equation of this method is the generating function of degree distribution,
G0(x) =
∞∑
k=0
P (k)xk, (1.4)
and assume P (k) is correctly normalized, so
G0(1) = 1, (1.5)
8by plugging 1 into G0(x) and it turns to the summation over all the possible degrees which
equals to 1.
With G0(x) at hand, many other properties of the network can be derived. The degree
distribution P (k) can be expressed as the kth derivative of G0(x),
P (k) =
1
k!
dkG0(k)
dxk
∣∣∣∣
x=0
, (1.6)
and we say the function G0(x) generates the probability distribution P (k).
The average degree of the network 〈k〉 is given by
〈k〉 =
∞∑
k=0
kP (k) = G′0(1). (1.7)
Thus if we can calculate a generating function, we can also calculate the mean of the
probability distribution which it generates. Also higher moments can be got from
〈kn〉 =
∞∑
k=0
knP (k) =
[(
x
d
dx
)n
G0(x)
]∣∣∣∣
x=1
. (1.8)
If the distribution of a property k of an object is generated by a given generating
function, then the distribution of the total of k summed over m independent realizations
of the object is generated by the mth power of that generating function. For example,
G0(x)
2 =
[
∞∑
k=0
P (k)xk
]2
=
∑
jk
P (j)P (k)xj+k
= P (0)P (0)x0 + (P (0)P (1) + P (1)P (0))x1
+ (P (0)P (2) + P (1)P (1) + P (2)P (0))x2
+ (P (0)P (3) + P (1)P (2) + P (2)P (1) + P (3)P (0))x3 + . . ..
(1.9)
For this simple case of just two nodes, it is clear that the coefficient of the power of xn in
this expression is precisely the sum of all products P (j)P (k) such that j + k = n, which
correctly gives the probability that the sum of the degrees of two nodes will be n.
9The distribution of the degree of the nodes arrived at by following a randomly chosen
edge is to be calculated. Such an edge arrives at a node with probability proportional to
the degree of of that node, so the node has a probability distribution of degree proportional
to kP (k). The distribution with normalization is
∑
k
kP (k)xk∑
k
kP (k)
= x
G′0(x)
G′0(1)
, (1.10)
and then if we start at a randomly chosen node and follow each of the edges of that node
to reach the k nearest neighbors, then the nodes arrived at each have the distribution of
remaining outgoing edges generated by function 1.10, less one power of x, to allow for the
edge that we arrived along. Thus the distribution of outgoing edges is generated by the
function
G1(x) =
G′0(x)
G′0(1)
=
1
〈k〉
G′0(x), (1.11)
which we also call the generating function of underlying branching process.
To derive an expression for the percolation phase transition, we start by finding the
expression of average component size when there is no giant component,
〈s〉 = 1 +
G′0(1)
1−G′1(1)
= 1 +
〈k〉2
〈k〉 − z2
, (1.12)
here z2 is the average number of second neighbors. This expression diverges when
G′1(1) = 1, (1.13)
Which is when the giant component in a network first to emerge at the phase transition.
After the percolation phase transition occurs, when a giant component exists in a network,
the generating function formalism still works and the size of giant component is
s = 1−G0(u), (1.14)
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where
u = G1(u). (1.15)
For ER networks, we can substituting the Poisson degree distribution to get
G0(x) = G1(x) = e
〈k〉(x−1). (1.16)
For SF networks,
G0(x) =
K∑
k=m
[(m
k
)λ−1
−
(
m
k + 1
)λ−1]
xk, (1.17)
and
G1(x) =
K∑
k=m
k[(mk )
λ−1 − ( mk+1)
λ−1]xk−1
K∑
k=m
k[(mk )
λ−1 − ( mk+1)
λ−1]
, (1.18)
where m and K are the minimum and maximum degree in the SF network.
1.4 interdependent network
The interdependent networks consists of two or more networks [14, 16] which are dependent
to each other to some extent. Take a two-layer interdependent networks system for example,
it is consisted by two networks A and B. By interdependence, we mean besides the links
within each network, which we call connectivity links, there is also another kind of links
existing between A and B, which we call dependency links. Dependency links work in this
way: it builds an one to one dependency relationship between a node in A and a node
in B. It could either be unidirectional or bidirectional. We assume if a dependency link
connects a node in A (A− node) and a node in B (B − node), if removal of A− node will
cause the removal of B node, then we call that A − node the support node in the pair,
and that B − node the dependent nodes in the pair. If only the removal of A− node can
cause the removal of B − node but not the other way around, then it is a unidirectional
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dependency link; if either removing A − node or B − node will cause the removal of the
other node, then it is a bidirectional dependence link. Assume A and B have same number
of nodes N , then if each and every nodes in A has dependency link towards B, then it’s
called full dependence and q = 1, where q is the fraction of nodes in a network which have
dependency links to the other. If q < 1, then it’s partial dependency, and if q = 0, it means
no dependency links existed and they are only two single networks.
If 1−p fraction of nodes of network A are being removed with all the A−links connected
to these removed nodes, due to the dependence links between the networks, all the nodes
in network B that are connected to the removed A − nodes must also be removed. Any
B − links connected to the removed B − nodes are also removed. As nodes and links
are sequentially removed, each network begins to fragment into clusters. The clusters in
network A and the clusters in network B are different because each network is connected
differently and have different topologies, and we assume only the largest cluster in each
network are functional, so some B − nodes belong to largest cluster in B might have their
counterpart A − nodes do not belong to largest cluster in A, and these B nodes need to
be removed whose A− nodes counterpart belong to smaller clusters in A, and this causes
that some A− nodes which still belong to largest cluster in A but now their counterparts
B−nodes do not belong to largest cluster in B. This nodes removal will happen iteratively
back and forth between A and B, until no such splitting and nodes removal will further
occur. We call this type of nodes removing cascade failure since a single trial of removal of
nodes from one network can trigger the nodes removal iteratively between networks many
times, and call the stage when the removing stops the equilibrium state. This process
leads to a percolation phase transition for the two interdependent networks at a critical
threshold p = pc, which is significantly larger than the equivalent threshold for a single
network. Below pc there is no mutually connected giant component, whereas above pc a
non-zero mutually connected giant cluster exists.
The giant component and critical threshold pc of interdependent networks can be solved
analytically using the apparatus of generating functions. In the following derivation, we
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assume the full dependency case and q = 1. The generating functions of degree distribution
of networks A and B (Eq. 1.4) are
G0A(x) =
∑
k
PA(k)x
k,
G0B(x) =
∑
k
PB(k)x
k,
(1.19)
and the generating functions of underlying branching process (Eq. 1.5) are
G1A(x) =
G′0A(x)
G′0A(1)
,
G1B(x) =
G′0B(x)
G′0B(1)
.
(1.20)
After randomly removing 1−p fraction of nodes from both network, the new generating
functions of degree distribution are [33, 34]
G0A(x, p) = G0A(1− p(1− x)),
G0B(x, p) = G0B(1− p(1− x)),
G1A(x, p) = G1A(1− p(1− x)),
G1B(x, p) = G1B(1− p(1− x)),
(1.21)
and according to Eq. 1.14, the giant component sizes of A and B after removing 1 − p
fraction of nodes are
sA(p) = 1−G0A(fA, p),
sB(p) = 1−G0B(fB, p),
(1.22)
where fA and fB satisfy
fA(p) = G1A(fA, p),
fB(p) = G1B(fB , p),
(1.23)
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Next, we present the formalism for the cascade process step by step. Assume only
network A is attached by randomly removing 1−p fraction of nodes thus p is the remaining
fraction of nodes after the initial attack. Define ψ′n and φ
′
n as the fraction of network A
nodes (A − nodes) and network B nodes (B − nodes) remaining, and ψn and φn the
giant components of networks A and B respectively after the cascade of failures stage
n. Since ψ′1 stands for the remaining fraction of A − nodes after the initial removal,
it follows that ψ′1 = p. The remaining functional part of network A therefore contains
a fraction ψ1 = ψ
′
1sA(ψ
′
1). Because now all of the nodes from network B depends on
nodes from network A, the number of nodes in network B which loses functionality is
1 − ψ1 = 1 − ψ
′
1sA(ψ
′
1). Similarly, φ
′
1 = ψ
′
1sA(ψ
′
1), among these B − nodes, the fraction
of nodes in the giant component of network B is φ1 = φ
′
1sB(φ
′
1). The general form of the
iterations is
ψ′1 = p, ψ1 = ψ
′
1sA(ψ
′
1),
φ′1 = ψ
′
1sA(ψ
′
1), φ1 = φ
′
1sB(φ
′
1),
ψ′2 = psB(φ
′
1), ψ2 = ψ
′
2sA(ψ
′
2), . . .
ψ′n = psB(φ
′
n−1), ψn = ψ
′
nsA(ψ
′
n),
φ′n = sA(ψ
′
n)p, φn = φ
′
nsB(φ
′
n).
(1.24)
At the end stage of the cascade of failures when nodes failure stops, both networks
reach a stable state where no further cascading failures happen. According to Eq. 1.24, it
means
φ′m = φ
′
m+1,
ψ′m = ψ
′
m+1,
(1.25)
when m→∞, since eventually the clusters stop fragmenting.
Let ψ′m be denoted by x and φ
′
m by y, so we get ψ∞ = sA(x)x, φ∞ = sB(y)y. Applying
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the previous conditions with the last two equations in Eq. 1.25, we obtain the set of
equations
x = psB(y),
y = psA(x).
(1.26)
This equation can be solved numerically or graphically the giant component of each network
for each p can be obtained.
Chapter 2
Assortativity and Robustness of Interdependent
Networks
2.1 Introduction
The quality of life in modern society strongly depends on the effective delivery of basic
services as water, electricity, and communications; the infrastructures providing these basic
services are therefore called critical infrastructures. Indeed, maintaining every critical
infrastructure (CI) is a growing challenge for modern society. Of great interest is the
interdependence of CIs. One clear example of this interdependence is the “binomial”
system in which electrical power networks depend on telecommunication networks and vice-
versa. Understanding cascading failure in interdependent networks is a problem currently
receiving much attention. For example, failure propagation is a common phenomenon that
can lead to such catastrophic effects as the remarkable September 2003 total blackout
across Italy [7].
One approach to understanding failure propagation is to develop a simulation of an
entire system that takes into account all of the details associated with the system. Although
some remarkable results have been achieved for selected regions when all the information
is available [35], these simulations are not useful in understanding the mechanisms that
induce cascading effects. Because of the huge amount of data involved, such an approach
requires heroic efforts, even when considering a simple system [27]. Frequently privacy
constraints or difficulties in accessing or probing the system of interest become factors,
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and often an adequate amount of information is not available. Thus other approaches are
needed to understand the fundamental issues underlying cascading effects.
Here we will use the complex network paradigm to acquire some understanding of
possible CI vulnerabilities to help focus more detailed analyses [36]. For example, the
complex network paradigm can address the problem of interdependencies among CIs. It
was recently demonstrated [18] that when the degree of interdependence between networks
is increased, the robustness of the system to cascade failures decreases [14] and vice-versa.
Beside the natural applications to the protection of CIs, the analysis of the properties of
inter-dependent networks is a subject of growing interest in many scientific fields, ranging
from public cooperation [19], to epidemic spreading [37, 38, 39, 20], to human physiology
[40].
Although previous research has indicated how to mitigate systemic risk by tuning net-
work interdependencies, the role of topology of each component network has yet to be
investigated. The interdependency level among a set of networks can be fixed—because of
economic or technological constraints—and thus may be untunable.
If we know the average degree of a network, degree correlation becomes the simplest
parameter for classifying the internal network topology. Using the interacting failure model
(IFM) for a two-layered network system 2LNS [14], we find that assortativity decreases the
robustness to random failure. In particular, by considering both Erdo˝s-Re´nyi (ER) and
scale-free (SF) networks, we find that assortativity causes a sharp increase in the fragility
of coupled networks with a node distribution described by a power law.
In Sec. 2.2 we review the concept of assortativity, describe the methods employed to
generate sample networks with different assortativity coefficients, and review the two-layer
network model of cascading failures. In Sec. 2.3 we present the results of our simulations,
which we then discuss in Sec. 2.4.
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2.2 Methods
A fundamental quantity characterizing the structure and driving the behavior of a large
network is the probability distribution function P (k) of node degree k [8, 41]. It has been
shown that both humanly-constructed and natural networks are often characterized by
a P (k) with heavy tails leading to unforeseen effects, e.g., the disappearance of epidemic
thresholds [42]. Other quantities, e.g., the local density of triangles, the modular structure,
communities, and motifs can be used to further characterize network structure [8].
Assortativity is the tendency of entities to seek out and group with those other entities
that exhibit similar characteristics. In networks, assortativity is the tendency of neigh-
bor nodes to have similar degrees and thus to be measurable using link-averaged degree
pair correlation [28]. Using a physical approach, we improve the one-point average-degree
characterization of a network by considering assortativity, a two-point correlation quantity.
The assortativity coefficient r is defined in terms of the correlation between the degrees
of neighbouring vertices
r ≡
〈jk〉e − [〈(j + k) /2〉e]
2
〈(j2 + k2)/2〉e − [〈(j + k)/2〉e]
2 , (2.1)
where the averages 〈· · · 〉e are evaluated over all edges e and j, k are the degrees of the
adjacent vertices associated with edge e. High values of the assortativity (r ∼ 1) imply
that neighboring nodes have similar degrees, while low values (r ∼ −1) imply that high-
degree nodes tend to be connected to low-degree ones; random pairing corresponds to
r ∼ 0.
An alternative form for this expression has been given by Newman [28]
r =
∑
jk jk (ejk − qjqk)∑
k
[
k2qk − (kqk)
2
] (2.2)
in terms of the normalized degree distribution qk = (k + 1)P (k + 1)/
∑
k kP (k) and the
joint probability distribution eij (i.e. the two point function) of the residual degrees at the
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either ends of a randomly chosen edge.
For a single stand-alone network, increasing the assortativity makes it more robust
against node removal [43, 44] and, in general, stronger with respect to diffusion-driven
dynamical processes [45]. On the other hand, assortativity makes networks more unstable
[46] as measured by the May criterion [11] and, in general, less controllable [47, 45].
2.2.0.1 Varying the assortativity
We next demonstrate how assortativity affects cascading fault propagation in interdepen-
dent networks by tuning r while keeping the degree distribution fixed. To produce networks
of varying assortativity, several methods (mostly based on link swapping [10] have been
employed, like accepting assortative moves with a given probability p[48]. We believe that
the most flexible way of sampling of the space of possible networks is to introduce a simple
Hamiltonian[49, 45] as it allows to apply all the standard tools of statistical mechanics.
Following Ref. [45], we first defineA, the adjacency matrix associated with the network
(an N × N matrix exhibiting a unitary value Aij = 1 when node i is linked to node j
and vanishing elsewhere). Next, we define a statistical ensemble in which the probability
measure µ(G) ∝ exp [−J H(G)] of a given graph G is induced by the Hamiltonian
H(G) ≡
∑
ij
kiAijkj . (2.3)
Here ki is the degree of node i, and the “coupling constant” J may assume both positive
and negative values. Such Hamiltonian is a simple quadratic form in the node degrees
resembling strictly the form applied to model classical spin systems.
Note that for a given P (k) the terms 〈(j + k)/2〉e and 〈(j
2 + k2)/2〉e in Eq. (2.1) do
not depend on how nodes are linked, but that the term 〈jk〉e is directly related to the
Hamiltonian as H ∝ 〈kikj〉. Thus large values of J will favor graphs with large values of r
and vice-versa.
Such a Hamiltonian has been recently explored by Yook and Park[50] who have found
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Figure 2.1: The link-swap procedure consists in deleting two edges AB and CD and adding
either the edges AC,BD or the edges AD,BD respecting constrains like the absence of
multiple links. Such a procedure leaves always the number of links attached to each node
unchanged and therefore it leaves the degrees of the nodes unchanged.
that the network configuration sampled at equilibrium satisfy the power law distribution
P (k) ∼ k−3/2. We instead explore the configuration space defined by link swapping: in this
way not only the initial P (k) but also each node degree is kept constant (see fig.2.1). In
order to sample configurations according to µ(G), we set the link swapping probability to
be e−J∆H. Although link-swap moves can be assortative, disassortative, or neutral [51], in
our case assortative/disassortative configurations will be preferentially sampled according
to the sign of J with a monotonically increasing sampling of the assortativity r with respect
to the parameter J [45].
In order to examine the effects of assortativity for both SF and ER networks, we use
both the Barabasi-Albert (BA) [52] and the ER [4] model networks as starting configura-
tions for link-swapping Monte Carlo (MC) dynamics. We find that in ER networks MC
equilibrium is reached with a number of steps per node apparently independent of the
number of nodes [49], but that in SF networks the situation is more complicated. We
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find that in BA networks the range of assortativities reached in a given number of steps
shrinks as the system size increases [53]. Thus similar allocated simulation times allow us
to explore a smaller assortativity range for BA networks than for ER networks.
2.2.1 Interdependent Failure Model
To model interdependent networks with assortativity we use the interdependent failure
model (IFM) of Ref. [14]. In the original IFM there are two spatial networks (ICT and
power distribution) and only the geographically nearest nodes interact. We consider two
networks A and B that have the same number of nodesN and that share the same topology,
and thus the same assortativity (or disassortativity). We consider a case in which a unique
node bi in network B corresponds to a unique node ai in network A, i.e., ai and bi have a
mutual dependence. In the IFM, in order for node ai to function properly, node bi must
also function properly and vice-versa. If bi becomes dysfunctional, ai will also become
dysfunctional. This interdependence relation can be described as a bidirectional link ai ↔
bi between ai and bi. Thus each ai node in network A has a corresponding counterpart bi
node in network B.
To model random attack or failure, we randomly remove a fraction 1−x of nodes from
network A (x is the fraction of initially-surviving nodes). Because of the interdependence
between the two networks, the nodes in network B that depend on the removed A-nodes
are also removed. When the nodes and links in network B are removed, network B may
break up into several connected components (“clusters”). We assume that only the nodes
belonging to the largest cluster (the so-called “giant component”) continue to be functional
[14], and remove the nodes from B that do not belong to this giant component. Because of
mutual interdependency, removing the B-nodes in network B not in the giant component
will cause the removal of the corresponding A-nodes in network A. This iterative process
generates a cascade of failures that continues until node elimination ceases. At that point,
if the two networks still have giant components, they will be the same size. The algorithm
used in this procedure consists of the following steps:
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s0: Remove the fraction 1− x of initial failed nodes in layer A
s1: Identify the largest component SA
s2: Remove the nA nodes of A not in SA
s3: Remove the nB nodes of B not linked to SA
s4: Identify the largest component SB
s5: Remove the nB nodes of B not in SB
s6: Remove the nA nodes of A not linked to SB
s7: If nA > 0 then repeat from s1
s8: Output the final survived giant components SA and SB
Such algorithms can be re-phrased in terms of the fixpoint of an operator. In fact, let
us define QA as the operator that selects the largest component of network A and let PAB
the operator that select the subnetwork of A linked to the existing nodes of B. Then, the
final result of the cascading algorithm is the fixpoint of the operator
G = PAB ◦QB ◦ PAB ◦QA (2.4)
. The characterization of the operator G in terms of generating functions is the starting
point for the current analytical treatments of the IFM model [14]; it has yet to be inves-
tigated whether a generalization of such an approach would allow to take into account the
role of the assortativity.
In general, even if for simple percolation the method of generating functions is still
applicable for the case of varying assortativity, the functions to be calculated have rarely
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an analytical closed form. Numerical simulations seem therefore to be the main way of
investigation to study the effects of assortativity in model systems.
For ER and BA networks, IFM exhibit an abrupt transition [14] at an a priori unknown
value of x = xc. When a fraction of nodes larger than 1 − xc is initially attacked or fails
and hence is removed, the system experiences cascading disruption and (when the iterative
process stops) ends up completely fragmented, and the relative size of the giant component
tends to vanish. When a fraction of nodes equal to or less than 1− xc is attacked or fails,
there is always a finite fraction of nodes surviving, i.e., the giant component relative size
does not vanish.
2.2.2 Percolation
In classical percolation [54], increasing the fraction of removed nodes 1−x reduces the size
(i.e., the number of nodes) S of the largest cluster. In the thermodynamic limit N → ∞
(where N is the number of nodes) the process experiences a phase transition, i.e., the
fraction of nodes s ≡ S/N belonging to the largest component drops to s = 0 for x < xc.
For x > xc, s is non-zero. Depending on the order of the transition, a discontinuous jump
is observed in the order parameter s or in one of its derivatives with regard to x. Finite
size effects round out the behavior of s and make it difficult to distinguish a genuine weak
first-order transition (small jump in s) from a second-order transition [55]. Although the
sharpness of the transition for the IFM indicates the possibility that IFM experiences a
first-order percolation transition [14], much care must be used in assessing the transition
order for a given network [56]. We want to remark that, while classical percolation can be
described in terms of thermodynamical equilibrium states, this does not seem to be the
case for the IFM model. Nevertheless, both percolation and IFM share analogous concepts
and even techniques (like the use of generating functions to produce approximate analytical
solutions); therefore, all the standard machinery of percolation comes handy in analyzing
and understanding the IFM.
We simulate the IFM and calculate the size of the largest cluster (“giant component”)
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S at varying values of the fraction x of initially surviving nodes. As an order parameter
for the percolation transition, we focus on the fraction of nodes s ≡ S/N belonging to the
giant component. We indicate by 〈s〉 the value of s averaged both over different layers of
the same average assortativity (the same J) and over different IFM simulations.
Next we estimate the percolation threshold xc corresponding to different assortativities
(i.e., different J values) using two methods:
I: We calculate the point of maximum fluctuation
〈(δs)2〉 ≡ 〈s2〉 − 〈s〉2 (2.5)
of the giant component, which is expected to be large for both first- and second-order
transitions [55].
II: In order to compare the estimates of xc obtained by Method I we must also consider
the numerical derivative
∆〈s〉 ≡
〈s(x+ ǫ)〉 − 〈s(x− ǫ)〉
2ǫ
(2.6)
in the critical region, and we use ǫ = 10−3; such a choice is dictated from the fact
that the derivatives do not show appreciable numerical changes for smaller values of
ǫ.
In classical percolation ∆〈s〉 is equivalent to 〈(δs)2〉,
∆〈s〉 ≈ ∂x〈s〉 ∝ 〈(δs)
2〉 (2.7)
for a second order transition, and it measures the jump 〈s(x+c )〉 − 〈s(x
−
c )〉 at x = xc
in the order parameter near a first order transition
ǫ∆〈s(xc)〉 ≈ 〈s(x
+
c )〉 − 〈s(x
−
c )〉, (2.8)
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where
〈s(x±c )〉 ≡ lim
ǫ→0
〈s(xc ± ǫ)〉 (2.9)
are the values just before and after the discontinuity.
Due to the finite size effect, the xc values found using these two methods may differ, but
as system size increases we expect the corresponding xc values from the two methods to
converge.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Generating the networks
To generate networks with varying assortativity, we start with a network with a given
degree distribution P (k) and apply MC rewiring for different values of J according to the
sampling probability exp [−J H(G)] [45]. Negative values of J lead to a disassortative
network, and positive values to an assortative network. In other words, when employing
a positive J , rewiring connecting nodes of similar degree are accepted more frequently,
whereas when employing a negative J , rewiring connecting nodes of very different degrees
are preferred. The absolute value of J behaves like an inverse temperature: the higher its
value, the stronger the selection. In order to improve the statistics over the configurations,
we start with uncorrelated initial conditions (i.e., we restart the procedure from scratch)
and generate 100 independent networks for each value of J .
We duplicate each configuration to create two topologically identical monolayers (A
and B). Linking each node in layer A to one and only one node in layer B provides
the two layers network systems (2LNS) we will employ in our IFM simulations. To avoid
correlations among the degrees of the two layers, we first perform a random permutation of
the labels of one of the two layers and then create a connection Ai ↔ Bi that represents the
mutual dependence of the nodes. For each 2LNS, we perform 100 independent simulations
of the IFM model. Thus for each J we perform 104 simulations starting from 100 different
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initial networks.
To compare the ER case with the SF case, we generate in both cases networks with
N = 10, 000 nodes and an average degree 〈k〉 = 6. To generate ER networks (ERnets)
with varying assortativity, we employ 17 different J values that produce networks with
an average assortativity that ranges from r = −0.8 to r = 0.8. To generate SF networks
(SFnets) with varying assortativity, we use the Barabasi-Albert network [52], employ eight
different J values, and produce networks with an average assortativity that ranges from
−0.12 to 0.16.
2.3.2 Breakdown of coupled SF networks
We simulate the IFM and calculate the fraction of nodes belonging to the giant component.
Figure 2.2 shows the behavior of the order parameter 〈s〉 as a function of the fraction
of survived nodes for the SFnets. Note that the size of the giant component increases
significantly in a limited region that depends on the assortativity; in a system of infinite size,
this is an indication for a percolation phase transition. Two different regions of stability
can be identified that correspond to the two different phases, (i) a percolative phase in
which the giant component includes a number of nodes proportional to N (S ∼ N , i.e.,
a non-vanishing s) and (ii) a broken phase in which the largest component is negligible
(S ∼ o(N), i.e., s ∼ 0). The amount of damage needed to destroy the giant component
decreases with assortativity, and we find the sharpness of the transition to decrease at fixed
system size.
Such an effect can be understood by observing that the breakdown process consists in
repeated applications of a percolation algorithm on single networks. In the case of a single
network [28] increasing the assortativity reduces the extension of the largest component.
In other words, at each iteration, the fraction of removed nodes (complementary to the
giant component) increases; thus, the iterations over the two networks amplify the effect
of the assortativity easing the breakdown of the coupled system.
To estimate the percolation threshold xc that corresponds to different J values (i.e., to
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Figure 2.2: Fraction 〈s〉 of sites in the giant component as a function of the fraction x of
initially undamaged nodes for N = 10, 000 scale-free networks. Curves are obtained by
averaging 1000 simulations over 100 independent networks for each value of x.
the different assortativities r), we calculate the point of maximum fluctuation for the size
of the giant component. Figure 2.3 shows the fluctuations of the largest component 〈(δs)2〉
in a SFnet as a function of x for sample values of the SFnet. To attain a better estimate
xc, we perform more simulations in the region where the maximum of 〈(δs)
2〉 is attained.
Figure 2.4 shows that the numerical derivative ∆〈s〉 also shows a peak in the critical
region. Note that one may also estimate the critical threshold as the inflection point
of the largest component profiles, i.e., from the peak of the numerical derivative ∆〈s〉.
Nevertheless, no significant difference is observed within the accuracy of our simulations,
i.e., the inflection points of 〈s〉 coincide, within the error bars, with a maximum of 〈(δs)2〉.
Using the two methods above (via the peak of 〈(δs)2〉 or via the peak of ∆〈s〉) we can
obtain the dependence of the percolation threshold xc on the assortativity r. Figure 2.5
shows data for the SFnets and provides evidence that the percolation threshold is an
increasing function of the assortative coefficient r; therefore, robustness decreases with
increasing assortativity.
As a general result, it has been observed that a phase transition in a numerical model
often coincides with a peak in the number of operations required to calculate the significant
quantities (order parameters and potentials). In our case the number of iterations (NOI)
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Figure 2.3: Fluctuations 〈(δs)2〉 of the order parameter s as a function of the fraction
x of the initially undamaged nodes for N = 10, 000 scale-free networks. The position of
the peak for 〈(δs)2〉 can be used to estimate the critical fraction of non-damaged sites xc.
Curves are obtained by averaging 1,000 simulations over 100 independent networks for each
value of x.
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Figure 2.4: Normalized numerical increment ∆〈s〉 of the order parameter s as a function
of the fraction x of initially undamaged nodes for N = 10, 000 scale-free networks. In
conventional percolation ∆〈s〉 ∼ 〈δs〉 can be used to estimate the the critical fraction of
damaged sites xc. Curves are obtained by averaging 1,000 simulations over 100 independent
networks for each value of x.
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Figure 2.5: Estimated values of the percolation threshold xc as a function of the assortativ-
ity coefficient r for N = 10, 000 scale-free networks. The values of xc are estimated as the
maxima of 〈(δs)2〉, as well as the peaks of the ∆〈s〉 profiles. Note that the two estimates
are very close for disassortative nets but differ a bit more for assortative nets.
needed for the IFM algorithm to converge represents a natural measure for the computing
operations. Consistent with the general principle, Fig. 2.6 shows that the NOI for the IFM
algorithm exhibits a peak close to the critical threshold. As a possible interpretation, we
note that the NOI represents the sum of a set of stochastic variables (one for each iteration)
that are null when the removal of nodes does not fragment the giant component and are
unitary elsewhere. Therefore the NOI measures the stability of the largest component upon
further node removal.
As mentioned above, we generate ER networks with the same average degree. Thus
configurations with a given size N and a given assortativity r are distinguishable only by
their degree distributions. So if we plot the properties of networks of the same size versus r,
we can pinpoint and compare the difference between the behavior of ER and SF networks.
In Fig. 2.7 we show that the phase transition requires an increasing number of damaged
sites with increasing assortativity for ERnets as well. Unlike SFnets, the effect on the
critical threshold in ERnets is much more limited. In Fig. 2.8 we compare the estimated
thresholds in the two cases. It is clear that in a SFnet the critical threshold xc varies
dramatically, but that in a ERnet it is almost flat. This effect of enhanced response to
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Figure 2.6: Number of iterations (NOI) for the IFM algorithm to converge as a function of
the initially undamaged node fraction. Peak positions for different assortative coefficients
are close to xc as estimated from 〈(δs)
2〉.
assortativity in the SFnets with respect to the ERnets is consistent to what is observed in
single layer networks [45].
2.3.3 Order of the phase transition
It is difficult to determine the order of a phase transition from simulations. To see whether
this kind of phase transition is first-order or second-order, we analyze the fluctuations of
the size of the giant component.
In fact, for a second order transitions the divergence of the fluctuations 〈(δs)2〉 at xc
would be signaled at finite system sizes by an increase in the peak of 〈(δs)2〉 and by the
narrowing of the width of the peak. In Fig. 2.9 we show that, although there is a slight
narrowing of the peaks with system size, there is no sign of a second order-divergence.
Figure 2.7 shows the fluctuation profiles for SFnets for different sizes (N = 5, 000, 10,000,
and 14,000). We find analogous results for ERnets.
To further check whether this kind of phase transition is first-order or second-order,
we analyze the size of the second largest cluster S2 and its counterpart s2 ≡ S2/N . In a
second order transition, the presence of a sharp peak in s2 is coupled to a sharp increase
of s near x = xc. In fact, at criticality, the size of the second percolating cluster has the
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Figure 2.7: Fraction 〈s〉 of sites in the largest component as a function of the fraction x of
initially undamaged nodes for N = 10, 000 Erdo˝s-Re´nyi networks. Curves are obtained by
averaging for each x value 104 simulations over 100 independent networks.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of the percolation thresholds xc for both the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi and
scale-free interacting networks. Scale-free networks exhibit a significant variation upon
a small increase of the assortativity r, but Erdo˝s-Re´nyi networks exhibit only a small
variation over the whole possible range of assortativities. Inset: the estimates of xc via the
normalized increment ∆〈s〉 are very close to the estimates of xc via the peaks of 〈(δs)
2〉
also for Erdo˝s-Re´nyi networks.
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Figure 2.9: Fluctuations 〈(δs)2〉 of the order parameter s as a function of the fraction x
of initially undamaged nodes for scale-free networks of different sizes. The peaks on the
left correspond to disassortative networks (J = −10, i.e., r from −0.086 to 0.051) while
the peaks on the right correspond to assortative networks (J = 10, i.e., r = from 0.181 to
0.163). The different curves correspond to sizes N = 5, 000 (circles), N = 10, 000 (squares),
and N = 14, 000. For the sizes analysed, there is no significant evidence for the growth
and narrowing of the peaks that would be expected in a second-order transition.
same scaling as the giant component [57] also for systems above the critical dimension [58].
On the other hand, first order transitions are characterized by finite size clusters and by
S2/N → 0.
The second largest cluster is found by following the algorithm 2.2.1 but starting from
the second largest cluster (instead of the largest) at the first iteration. When we vary x in
our simulations we do not observe a peak in s2. The size of the second largest cluster is
flat and always of order ∼ 1/N .
Therefore, all these arguments support the presence of a first-order transition as pre-
dicted by mean-field ER network-of-networks models [16, 59].
Let us finally comment on the role of the hysteresis in signalling the order of the
transition. In a first order transition, local minima of the free energy develop before the
transition point and become the favored one at the transition point; on the same footings
the local free energy minimum corresponding to the equilibrium state before the transition
persists as a metastable state for some range of the parameters. The switch of the favored
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minima at the transition point is signalled by a jump in any macroscopic quantities that
discriminates among such minima; nevertheless, if minima are deep enough, the system
can persist in the metastable state for a finite time before jumping to equilibrium. Such
behaviour results in hysteresis curves and is therefore linked to the equilibrium description
of the system in terms of free energy. In the IFM there is not a free energy description of the
system, but a characterization of the final state as fix-points of an operator: therefore the
applications of statistical mechanics observables is just a guidance in studying the system;
on the other hand, distinguishing the cases where the transition is abrupt (first order) is
of great interest and importance for real systems.
2.4 Summary
We have examined the influence of assortativity on the robustness of interdependent sys-
tems consisting of two interacting networks. Both scale-free (SF) and Erdo˝s-Re´nyi (ER)
network models have been taken into account. The simulation of cascading faults caused
by random attack or failure in the interdependent pair of networks provides evidence for a
first order percolation transition.
The percolation threshold decreases with increasing assortativity and therefore assor-
tative networks are more fragile in both the ER and SF cases but, generally speaking, SF
networks are less robust than ER interdependent pairs. Even a low assortativity can make
a SF network 100% more fragile than its corresponding ER version.
Chapter 3
Percolation of Partially Interdependent SF
Networks
3.1 Introduction
Complex networks appear in almost every aspect of science and technology [5, 6, 60, 61, 8,
52, 12, 62, 13, 63, 40, 41, 64, 65, 66]. An important property of a network is its robustness
in terms of node and link failures. The robustness of a network is usually characterized by
the value of the critical threshold analyzed by percolation theory. Recently, motivated by
the fact that modern infrastructures are significantly coupled together, the robustness of
interdependent networks has been studied [67, 9, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79].
In interdependent networks, the failure of nodes in one network generally leads to failure
of dependent nodes in other networks, which in turn may cause further damage to the first
network, leading to cascading failures and catastrophic consequences.
The structure of complex networks is frequently non-homogeneous with a broad de-
gree distribution. In many cases, the degree distribution obeys a power-law form, and the
networks are called scale-free (SF) [6]. Real networks that have been found to be well
approximated by power-law degree distribution, include between many others, the Inter-
net, airline networks, protein regulatory networks, and research collaboration networks
[6, 52, 8]. Thus, the analysis of interdependent scale-free networks with a power-law degree
distribution P (k) ∝ k−λ is needed. Buldyrev et al. [14] developed a framework, based on
percolation theory, to study the robustness of interdependent networks. Analysis of fully
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interdependent scale-free networks (where all nodes in one network depend on all nodes in
the other network and vice versa) shows [14] that, the critical threshold is pc > 0 even for
λ ≤ 3, in contrast to a single network where pc = 0 [12]. In general, for fully interdepen-
dent networks with the same average degree, the broader the degree distribution is (smaller
value of λ), pc is larger [14]. This means that networks with a broader degree distribution
become less robust compared to networks with a narrower degree distribution. This feature
is in contrast to the trend known in single non-interacting networks where networks with
broader degree distribution are more robust. In real world, however, not all nodes in one
network depend on all nodes in the other network, so it is of interest to study the robustness
of two partially interdependent scale-free networks. Parshani et al. [15] generalized the
above framework [14] to study partially interdependent networks. Ref. [15] studied the case
of partial coupling where only a fraction q of nodes in each network are interdependent.
Their results for two interdependent Erdo˝s-Re´nyi [2, 1, 3] networks show that there exists
a critical qc, bellow which the system shows a second order percolation transition while
above qc a first order discontinuous percolation transition occurs. The evolution of such a
change from first order to second order for SF networks when q changes remained unclear,
because the behavior of interdependent SF networks is much more complex.
In this paper, we study the robustness of two partially interdependent scale-free (SF)
networks under random attack. We assume that only a fraction q of nodes in each network
are interdependent. We find that for SF networks there are three types of behaviors for
different q. In addition to first-order transition for large q and second order for small q
there is a mixed first-second order transition in intermediate q values. Specifically, we find
(i) As the coupling strength between the two networks, q, reduces from 1 to 0, the giant
component, P∞, of the interdependent networks show three different types of transitions
with p. For q1 < q 6 1, an abrupt collapse transition occurs. In the range q2 < q < q1,
a hybrid transition which is combined of both abrupt and continuous transitions appears.
For q < q2, a continuous second-order transition appears. (ii) The threshold q1 which
separates the first-order and the hybrid transition is equal to 1 for λ 6 3 and decreases
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with increasing λ. When q2 < q < q1, at the steady state of the cascading failures, there
exists a p value, pjumpc , at which the coupled SF networks will suffer a substantial damage
due to cascading failures but a very small non-zero mutual giant cluster P∞ will survive.
For p < pjumpc , P∞ will continuously approaches to 0 at p = pc = 0 for λ 6 3 and at
p = pc > 0 for λ > 3. Thus, the theoretical critical threshold pc = 0 for λ 6 3 for single
networks [12] is expected to be valid also for strictly partially interdependent networks.
(iii) For q < q2, the percolation transition becomes a regular second order transition, where
P∞ continuously decreases to zero with decreasing p.
3.2 Cascading Failures
3.2.1 Initial failure in one network
When the system contains interdependent networks, which are several networks fully or
partially coupled with each other, the initial attack on first network can trigger a systematic
cascade of failures between the networks [14]. This can be explained as follows: suppose
we have a system of two interdependent networks A and B. When, at the initial attack,
a fraction 1 − p of nodes in network A (A − nodes) are removed since a fraction q of one
to one bidirectional dependency links exists between A − nodes and B − nodes, so these
B − nodes which depend on the removed nodes in A are also removed from the network
B. Due to initial removal, network A may breaks into some connected parts, which are
disconnected between themselves, called clusters. We assume that only the largest cluster
(known as the giant component) will function and all the other smaller clusters will become
dysfunctional. Then the malfunctioning of the nodes in the small clusters of network A
will cause failures of their counterparts that depend on them in network B, so network
B will also breaks into clusters, and will cause further fragmentation in network A. This
cascade of failures will keep going on iteratively until no further failures will occur.
To theoretically study the pair of coupled SF networks under random failures, we apply
the framework developed by Parshani et al [15] to study the cascading failures of partially
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interdependent random networks. Define pA and pB as the fraction of nodes belonging
to the giant components of networks A and B, respectively. Define ψ′n and φ
′
n as the
fraction of network A nodes (A − nodes) and network B nodes (B − nodes) remaining,
and ψn and φn the giant components of networks A and B respectively after the cascade
of failures stage n. Since ψ′1 stands for the remaining fraction of A−nodes after the initial
removal, it follows that ψ′1 = p. The remaining functional part of network A therefore
contains a fraction ψ1 = ψ
′
1pA(ψ
′
1). Because a fraction q of nodes from network B depends
on nodes from network A, the number of nodes in network B which loses functionality is
(1−ψ1)q = q[1−ψ
′
1pA(ψ
′
1)]. Similarly, φ
′
1 = 1− q[1− ψ
′
1pA(ψ
′
1)], among these B − nodes,
the fraction of nodes in the giant component of network B is φ1 = φ
′
1p(φ
′
1). The general
form of the iterations is
ψ′1 = p, ψ1 = ψ
′
1pA(ψ
′
1),
φ′1 = 1− q[1− ψ
′
1pA(ψ
′
1)], φ1 = φ
′
1pB(φ
′
1),
ψ′2 = p[1− q(1− pB(φ
′
1))], ψ2 = ψ
′
2pA(ψ
′
2)...,
ψ′n = p[1− q(1− pB(φ
′
n−1))], ψn = ψ
′
npA(ψ
′
n),
φ′n = 1− q[1− pA(ψ
′
n)p], φn = φ
′
npB(φ
′
n).
(3.1)
At the end stage of the cascade of failures when nodes failure stops, both networks
reach a stable state where no further cascading failures happen. According to Eq. (3.1), it
means
φ′m = φ
′
m+1,
ψ′m = ψ
′
m+1,
(3.2)
when m→∞, since eventually the clusters stop fragmenting.
Let ψ′m be denoted by x and φ
′
m by y, so we get ψ∞ = pA(x)x, φ∞ = pB(y)y. Applying
the previous conditions with the last two equations in Eq. (3.1), we obtain the set of
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equations  x = p{1− q[1− pB(y)]}y = 1− q[1− pA(x)p]. (3.3)
Eq. (3.3) [15] can be solved numerically to get the values of x and y when an analytical
solution is not possible. This is the case for coupled SF networks, since the generating
functions of SF network do not have a convergent analytical form, and only an infinite
series can be obtained.
Next we introduce the mathematical technique of generating functions for SF networks
in order to get the analytical forms of pA(x) and pB(x) [14, 80, 15, 28]. The generating
function of the degree distribution is
GA(zA) =
∑
k
PA(k)z
k
A. (3.4)
Analogously, the generating function of the underlying branching processes is
HA(zA) = G
′
A(zA)/G
′
A(1). (3.5)
Random removal of a fraction 1 − p of nodes will change the degree distribution of
the remaining nodes, so the generating function of the new distribution is equal to the
generating function of the original distribution with the argument equal to 1 − p(1 − z)
[81, 28]. The fraction of nodes in A that belongs to the giant component after the removal
of 1− p nodes is
pA(p) = 1−GA[1− p(1− fA)], (3.6)
where fA is a function of p, fA ≡ fA(p), which satisfies the transcendental equation
fA = GA[1− p(1− fA)]. (3.7)
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For SF networks, the degree distribution is P (k) = ck−λ where λ is the broadness of the
distribution and kmin < k < K. In the case of SF networks [60],
GA(zA) =
K∑
k=kmin
[(
kmin
k
)λ−1 − (
kmin
k + 1
)λ−1]zkA, (3.8)
and
HA(z) =
K∑
k=kmin
k[(kmink )
λ−1 − (kmink+1 )
λ−1]zk−1A
K∑
k=kmin
k[(kmink )
λ−1 − (kmink+1 )
λ−1]
. (3.9)
From Eqs. (3.3)-(3.9), we obtain that
φ∞ =
(1−zA)(1−GA(zA))
1−HA(zA)
,
ψ∞ =
(1−zB)(1−GB(zB))
1−HB(zB)
,
(3.10)
where zA and zB satisfy
(1−zB)
1−HB(zB)
= 1− q[1− p(1−GA(zA))],
(1−zA)
1−HA(zA)
= p[1− qGB(zB)].
(3.11)
Substituting the generating functions of SF networks into the theoretical frameworks,
Eqs. (3.1)-(3.7), we obtain, using numerical solutions, the theoretical results and compare
them with results of computer simulations. Fig. 3.1(a) shows good agreement between the
theoretical and simulation results for the final giant component ψ∞ as a function of p for two
interdependent SF networks under random removal of 1− p nodes in one network. Three
cases are studied: (i) λ = 2.7, q = 0.95, kmin = 2, 〈k〉 = 3; (ii) λ = 2.7, q = 0.5, kmin = 2,
〈k〉 = 3; and (iii) λ = 3.5, q = 0.7, kmin = 2, and 〈k〉 = 3. Fig. 3.1(b) shows the cascading
failure dynamics of the giant components left after n cascading stages (denoted by ψn)
as a function of number of iterations n, for several random realizations of SF networks
with λ = 2.7, kmin = 2, 〈k〉 = 3 (same parameter values as the numerical calculation),
N = 1, 280, 000 at p = 0.883 < pc, in comparison with the theoretical prediction of
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Figure 3.1: (a) The giant component ψ∞ as a function of p for coupled SF-SF networks
system under random removal of 1 − p nodes in one network. SF networks with three
different parameters are shown (i) λ = 2.7, q = 0.95, kmin = 2, 〈k〉 = 3 (solid black line
and circles), (ii) λ = 2.7, q = 0.5, kmin = 2, 〈k〉 = 3 (dashed red line and squares), and
(iii) λ = 3.5, q = 0.7, kmin = 2, and 〈k〉 = 3 (dotted green line and triangles). The lines
represent the theory (Eq. (3.3)) and symbols are results of simulations. (b) Comparison
between theory and simulations of ψn, the fraction of the giant component obtained at
p = 0.883, which is just below pc, after n stages of the cascading failures for several
random realizations of coupled SF networks with λ = 2.7, kmin = 2, 〈k〉 = 3, q = 0.95, and
N = 1280000. One can see that for the initial stages the agreement is perfect, however
for larger n deviations occur due to random fluctuations in the topology between different
realizations. Both simulations and theoretical predictions show a plateau which drops to
zero, corresponding to a complete fragmentation of the network. Note that some of the
random realizations converge to a finite mutual giant component, and are not completely
fragmented.
Eq. (3.1). Initially the agreement is perfect and when n is getting larger, the random
fluctuations in topology of different realizations play an important role [82].
3.2.2 Initial failures in both networks
When initially a 1− p fraction of nodes is removed from both networks [16, 59], the system
equations (3.3) becomes
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 x = p{1− q[1− pB(y)p]},y = p{1− q[1− pA(x)p]}. (3.12)
When the degree distribution of the two networks are the same, it follows that pB(·) =
pA(·), x = y and φ∞ = ψ∞, and the two equations (3.12) become a single equation.
Furthermore, using Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11), we obtain
ψ∞ = φ∞ =
(1− z)(1 −G(z))
1−H(z)
, (3.13)
where z satisfies
(1− z)
1−H(z)
= p{1− q[1− p(1−G(z))]}. (3.14)
Eq. (3.14) is a quadratic equation of q, and only one root has a physical meaning as
1
p
=
(H(z)− 1)[1 − q +
√
((1− q)2 + 4qφ∞(z))]
2(z − 1)
≡ R(z). (3.15)
The maximum of R(z) corresponds to pc, and
pc =
1
max{R(zc)}
, (3.16)
where zc is obtained when z → 1, i.e., φ∞ = 0, and thus
max{R} = lim
z→1
H(z)− 1
z − 1
(1− q)
.
= H ′(1). (3.17)
For two interdependent SF networks, when K → ∞, max{R} → ∞, so pc = 0. However,
in the numerical simulations, K can not reach ∞, so pc seems greater than 0, but in the
theory pc = 0. Note that when q = 1, Eq. (3.17) can yield for max{R} a finite value since
1− q = 0 and therefore pc can become different from zero as found earlier.
Now let us relate pc of failure in one network (p
o
c) and both networks failures (p
b
c). Our
previous results [83] show that for two networks (poc)
2 = pbc, so we argue that for two SF
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networks, when pbc = 0, it follows that p
o
c = 0.
3.3 Percolation behavior
It is known that due to the existence of the interdependence links, when the two-network-
system is under random attack, the iterative cascade of failures in both networks may
result in a percolation phase transition that completely fragments both networks when
the initial fraction of removed nodes is above the critical threshold. When all nodes in
both networks have 1-on-1 dependency links towards their counterpart nodes in the other
network (given the size of both networks is the same), i.e., q = 1, the percolation phase
transition is discontinuous and first order [14]; and when the coupling strength q reduces
to 0 (which becomes the case of a single SF network), a second order percolation transition
exists [12]. However, the change of transition from first to second order for SF networks
when q changes remained unclear. For coupled Erdo˝s-Re´nyi (ER) [2, 1, 3] networks having
Poissonian degree distribution a critical point qc exists. For q > qc a first order transition
occurs while for q < qc a second order continuous phase transition occurs [15].
The percolation behavior of two fully and partially interdependent SF networks, ob-
tained from the numerical solutions of Eqs. (3.3-3.9), are shown in Fig. 2. Figs. 3.2(a)
and 3.2(b) show for λ = 2.7, the fraction of nodes in the giant component of network A,
ψ∞, as a function of p (fraction of the initially unremoved nodes) for several q values. We
can see, as expected, for SF networks, when q = 1 (fully coupled), the phase transition
is first order [14]. This means as more and more nodes are initially removed, abruptly,
at some value of p = pc, the critical threshold, the iterative cascading failure process will
completely fragment the system. Below pc, there will not exist any cluster of the order of
the network size. Thus, what still will remain are only very small clusters or single nodes.
But just above this critical p value, when the failures stops, there exists a giant component
in the system.
When q < 1 but close to 1 (λ 6 3), as p decreases from 1, ψ∞ first shows a sudden big
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Figure 3.2: (a) and (b) Numerical calculations of coupled SF networks with λ = 2.7,
kmin = 2, average degree 〈k〉 = 〈kA〉 = 〈kB〉 = 3. The size of the giant mutually connected
component, ψ∞, is shown as a function of p for several different values of q (q increases
from left to right). Note that (b) is the same as (a) only that the y-axis is in a logarithmic
scale. We see that when q = 1, it is a first order transition since ψ∞ goes to zero for p
below the jump (pjumpc ), but for q = 0.95, q = 0.9, and q = 0.85, just below p
jump
c , ψ∞
first reaches a small non − zero value, then smoothly goes to zero at p = pc = 0 (For
analytical proof, see Section 3.2.2). This is a typical property of hybrid phase transition.
For q = 0.6 there seems to be no jump of ψ∞ and the transition is purely second order.
(c) The Number-of-Iterations (NOI) to reach the end stage of cascade failure as a function
of p. (d) Same plot as (a), but for φ∞, which is the giant component of network B, which
is not initially attacked. (e) and (f) are the same as (a) and (b) but for λ = 3.5, and for
q = 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7 and 0.
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drop similar to q = 1 case, but ψ∞ does not drop to 0, instead, it drops to a small but
still non − zero value, which means though the giant cluster in the network suffers a big
damage, it does not collapse completely (see Fig. 3.2(b)). We name the p value where ψ∞
has the discontinuous drop to be pjumpc . We mathematically define the p
jump
c as
pjumpc =
{
p | max{ψ∞(
+p)− ψ∞(
−p)}
}
, (3.18)
where +p denotes approaching p from above p, and −p denotes approaching p from bellow
p.
As p keeps decreasing below pjumpc , the small giant component, ψ∞, smoothly decreases,
until at p = pc = 0, ψ∞ will also reach 0. Thus, the real critical threshold for q < 1 is pc = 0
similar to single networks [12] (see the analytical arguments at the end of Section 3.2.2).
This phenomenon can be seen more clearly in Fig. 3.2(b), which is similar to Fig. 3.2(a)
but the y-axis, ψ∞, is plotted in a logarithmic scale. We see that at p
jump
c , for q = 0.95,
q = 0.9, and q = 0.85, the corresponding giant component sizes are reduced from order of
1 by a factor in the range of
 ψ∞(
−pjumpc ) ∈ [10−2, 10−4],
ψ∞(
+pjumpc ) ≈ o(1).
(3.19)
When p decreases further, ψ∞ decreases smoothly towards zero for p = 0 (The analytical
proof is given in Section 3.2.2).
This behavior is typical of the behavior of a hybrid-transition, which includes both first
and second order phase transition properties similar to that found in bootstrap percolation
[84, 21, 22]. Note that our first order transition is called hybrid-transition by Baxter et al.
[84, 21] since the critical behvaior above the transition is similar to second order transition.
The giant component first undergoes a sharp jump, which is a characteristic of first-order
transition, and then smoothly goes to 0, which is a characteristic of a second-order phase
transition. However, when q is getting smaller, this hybrid-transition phenomenon becomes
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less apparent, and the percolation phase behavior seems to become, at some threshold
of q = q2, an ordinary second-order transition. For example, the curve for q = 0.6 in
Fig. 3.2(a) and Fig. 3.2(b) seems to suggest a second-order transition since there is no
obvious sudden drop of the giant component size, instead, it continuously decreases when
p decreases. For the case of two interdependent ER networks, the system shows either a first
order or second order phase transition but not a hybrid transition as here [14, 16, 83, 59].
In network B, which is initially not attacked, similar behavior of the giant component
φ∞ can be observed, see Fig. 3.2(d). However, the difference is that even at p = 0, φ∞ does
not approach to 0, but reaches a finite value. This can be understood due to the partial
dependency between the networks (q < 1). Even if all nodes in A are removed (p = 0),
since q < 1, there is a finite fraction, 1 − q, of nodes in B that are not removed and in a
SF network any finite fraction of unremoved nodes will yield a giant component [12]. Only
in the fully coupled (q = 1) case, the mutually connected giant cluster will completely
collapse at pc > 0.
3.3.1 Estimate of pjumpc from P∞ as a function of p
So far we saw (Fig. 3.2) that for q2 < q < q1, as p decreases, the giant component shows an
abrupt drop similar to a first order transition as Eq. (3.19). However, the drop is not to
P∞ = 0 like in a first order transition but to a small finite P∞ value. As q decreases, as seen
in Fig. 3.3, this drop becomes less sharp and smoother, and tends towards a continuous
second order transition as in Eq. (3.20). We analyzed this transition and find that the phase
transition is like a first order transition with a sharp drop of P∞ at p
jump
c . For q < q2, the
hybrid transition diminishes and the behavior becomes a second order transition with a
continuous behavior. We are interested to determine the values of q1 and q2, which separate
the three distinct regions. In order to achieve that, we first need to find pjumpc .
To accurately evaluate the values of pjumpc for each q, we compute the number of
iterations (NOI) in the cascading process which shows a maximum at pjumpc [85]. The NOI
is the number of iterative cascade steps it takes the system to reach the equilibrium stage.
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Figure 3.3: The giant component, ψ∞ as a function of p for coupled SF networks with
different values of λ, with kmin = 2, and average degree 〈k〉 = 3. Only the critical region
around the maximum jump of ψ∞ are shown, for different q values ranging from 0 (most
left) to 1 (most right), with increments of q of 0.01. From these graphs, we can find as
the q decreases, ψ∞ becomes more continuous. It is also seen that for large q the sharp
jump of ψ∞ starts from small but non− zero values to large finite values. This behavior
is typical to a hybrid phase transition. (a) λ = 2.0, the threshold of hybrid transition and
second-order transition is q2 ∼= 0.825, so the q = 0.82 and q = 0.83 curves are shown with
symbols. We can see that the jump in ψ∞ vanishes (shown by symbols) when q is reduced,
as the phase transition becomes second-order. (b) For λ = 2.7 and (c) for λ = 3.5, the
curves in the region of q where the hybrid transition becomes second-order are shown by
symbols.
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In the simulations, NOI=m is defined by Eq. (3.2), i.e., the step where no further damage
occurs. But in the numerical solution, ψn is approaching ψ∞ only when n→∞. Here we
define NOI=m when
 ψm − ψm+1 < ξ,φm − φm+1 < ξ, (3.20)
where ξ is a very small number. We choose ξ = 10−16 in this paper, which is equivalent
to the requirement for the cascading failures to stop in a two-network system when both
have 1016 nodes. Note that for other very small values of ξ the position of pjumpc remains
the same.
At the first-order and hybrid order transition point, the NOI has its peak value which
drops sharply as the distance from the transition is increased [85]. Thus, plotting the NOI
as a function of p provides a useful and precise method for identifying the transition point
pjumpc of the hybrid transition. Fig. 3.2(c) presents such numerical calculation results of
NOI. The transition point, pjumpc , can be easily identified by the sharp peak characterizing
the transition point. According to the NOI, we define pjumpc as
pjumpc =
{
p | max{NOI(p)}
}
. (3.21)
From Fig. 3.2(c), one can see that the definition of Eq. (3.18) coincides with the
definition of Eq. (3.21).
3.3.2 Determining q2
We know that when the transition is second-order, the order parameter, ψ∞, decreases
continuously. As seen above, ψ∞, has a maximum magnitude change at p
jump
c , that can
used to identify the position of pjumpc by Eq. (3.21). Thus, we can now investigate these
maximum magnitude changes for different q values at pjumpc . In Fig. 3.3 we plot ψ∞ as a
function of p only near pjumpc , for different q values ranging between 0 and 1, for several
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different λ values. In order to estimate when these changes are discrete and when they are
continuous, we define
F (q) ≡ log10(
ψ∞(
+pjumpc (q))
ψ∞(−p
jump
c (q))
). (3.22)
The rationale for this is as follows. The quantity ψ∞(
+pjumpc ) is the value of the
order parameter just before the maximum drop at p > pjumpc , and ψ∞(
−pjumpc ) is the
value of the order parameter right after the maximum drop. In hybrid transition, as
we discussed, this change in magnitude is large. However, as q becomes smaller, and
when finally the transition becomes second-order, the change is continuous and the ratio
between the magnitudes in Eq. (3.22) should becomes 1. Thus, whenever F (q) goes to 0,
the corresponding q is q2, which is the threshold where the hybrid-transition turns into a
second-order phase transition. When F (q)→ 0,
ψ∞(
+p)− ψ∞(
−p)
dp
‖
p=pjumpc
= 0. (3.23)
By extrapolating these q positions (where F (q) goes to 0) for different λ, we get q2 as
a function of λ and plot it in Fig. 3.4(a). Interestingly, q2 is not monotonic with λ but has
a maximum around λ = 2.4. To alternatively identify q2, we define the maximum slope as
function of q as S(q),
S(q) ≡ max{
ψ∞(
+p)− ψ∞(
−p)
dp
‖
p=pjumpc
}. (3.24)
When q is below or equal to q2, the value of S(q) is very small, representing a continuous
change of ψ∞, which is second-order; when q reaches some value, the S(q) has a sudden drop
at q2, i.e., the maximum slope becomes dramatically large, representing a sharp change in
ψ∞, which is a sign of the occurrence of a hybrid transition.
By identifying the position of q where the abrupt drop is located, we can also find the
thresholds q2 which distinguish second-order and hybrid transition. The results shown in
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Figure 3.4: (a) Values of q2 (©)as a function of λ for SF networks with average degree
〈k〉 = 3 and kmin = 2. Note the maximum of q2 at λ ∼= 2.4. (b) Values of q1 (△) as a
function of λ. Plot of 1/S(q), as a function of q, where S(q) is maximum slope value in
the ψ vs. p plot, are shown for (c) λ = 2.0, (d) λ = 2.7, and (e) λ = 3.5, all SF networks
are with average degree 〈k〉 = 3 and minimum degree kmin = 2. We can see that the
maximum slope values have a sharp change at q2 = 0.83, 0.83, and 0.7 for λ = 2.0, 2.7,
and 3.5 respectively, supporting the results in (a).
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Fig. 3.4(c), Fig. 3.4(d), and Fig. 3.4(e) match very well the results in Fig. 3.4(a), supporting
our method for determining q2.
3.3.3 Determining q1
For coupled SF networks with λ 6 3, only when q = 1 the transition is a first-order, which
means q1 = 1 for λ 6 3. As λ increases above 3, q1 becomes smaller than 1. To estimate
the q1 values for λ > 3, we define according to Eq. (3.19) the system to have a first order
transition if ψ∞ satisfies
ψ∞(
−pjumpc , q) < σ. (3.25)
Otherwise, it is not a first-order transition. We set here a value σ = 10−11 but similar
results have been obtained for σ = 10−12 and 10−13. We plot q1 as a function of λ obtained
this way in Fig. 3.4(b).
Now for any given λ value, we plot in Fig. 3.5, pc as a function of q (pc(q)). For λ 6 3,
only when q = 1 it is a first-order transition, where ψ∞ abruptly goes to 0 below pc(1);
When q < 1, it is either hybrid or second-order transition, and ψ∞ is strictly 0 only at p = 0
for both cases. However, since for the hybrid transition, the giant component becomes very
small at pjumpc , we can regard this point as an effective pc. For second-order transition,
although there still exists a p value where there is a maximum change in the magnitude of
ψ∞, but since ψ∞ is continuous in all p region, we define pc where ψ∞ goes to 0 and thus
pc is always 0.
For λ > 3, the first-order transition happens also for q < 1 and at pc, ψ∞ jumps to 0.
In this case pc of the second-order transition and of the hybrid transition is not 0.
3.4 Summary
We find that for two SF interdependent networks model with partial dependency q, the
phase transition behavior of the giant cluster under random attack shows a change from
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Figure 3.5: The critical threshold pc as a function of q for λ = 2.0, 2.7, and 3.5. The values
of pc are defined as follows: for the first-order transition, pc is where the ψ∞ jumps to 0;
for hybrid transition, pjumpc is where the sudden jump of ψ∞ to a non-zero ψ∞ occurs; for
second-order transition, pc is where ψ∞ goes to 0. For λ > 3, we can clearly see three
regions of pc. For λ < 3, q1 = 1 and for q < q2 ≈ 0.83, p
jump
c disappears and pc becomes
zero.
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first-order (for q1 < q < 1) through hybrid transition (q2 < q < q1) to a second-order
phase transition (0 6 q < q2). In the hybrid transition region, at an effective critical point
pjumpc , the giant component ψ∞ has a sharp drop from finite value to a much smaller, yet
a non − zero value. The hybrid transition seems to be unique for SF since it does not
appear in coupled ER networks [15, 2, 1, 3]. Our results demonstrate that SF coupled
networks are more vulnerable (compared to ER) to random failures since pjumpc is usually
high and the breakdown leads to large drop of the size of the functional network. This is
in agreement with Buldyrev et al. [14] showing that for broader degree distribution the
coupled system is more vulnerable.
Chapter 4
Percolation of Partially Support-Dependendce
Networks
4.1 Introduction
In the past years, the study of interdependent networks attracted more and more atten-
tion [14, 15, 23, 16, 59, 24, 22, 83, 86, 25, 87, 20, 88, 19, 72, 89]. Recently, Buldyrev et
al. [14] introduced a dependency model with bidirectional links that defines one-to-one
correspondence between nodes of two networks. Surprisingly, broader degree distribution
increases the vulnerability of interdependent networks to random failure, which is opposite
to how a single network behaves. Two important generalizations have been proposed from
this model, (i) Parshani et al. [15] discussed the case of two partially interdependent net-
works. By analyzing this model, their finding shows that reducing the coupling between
the networks leads to a change from first order transition to second order transition at
a critical point. (ii) Gao et al. [83] focused on studying the case of n interdependent
networks. Their result suggests that the classical percolation theory extensively studied in
physics and mathematics is a limited case of a general theory of percolation in n interde-
pendent networks with n = 1. These studies on interdependent networks are restricted by
dependency condition between nodes of any two networks need to be one-to-one correspon-
dence. However, in the real world, interdependency between two infrastructure networks
are usually not this type. Quite recently, Shao et al. [24] introduced a model with multiple
support-dependent between all nodes of two networks. They studied cascading failures in
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two fully coupled networks, where multiple support-dependent relations are randomly built
between nodes of two networks. However, in many real systems, more than two networks
depend on each other. And, when examining the features of real networks, we also ob-
serve that not all nodes between any two networks of n networks have support-dependent
relationship. Here, based on these motivations, we generalize Shao et al. [24] by analyz-
ing robustness of n interdependent networks with partially support-dependent relationship
under random attack, which can model real networks better.
4.2 The model
For each network of n networks, there exists two types of nodes, dependent nodes and
nondependent nodes. For dependent nodes in one network, they might be supported by
nodes of other networks. On the contrary, for nondependent nodes, they don’t need nodes
from other networks to support them. Furthermore, a functional node of dependent nodes
within one network should satisfy both of the following conditions: (i) have at least one
functional support node in other networks and (ii) must belong to the giant component of
functional nodes in the network it belongs to [24]. For a functional node of nondependent
nodes within one network, it just need to satisfy condition (ii). For the case of any two
networks A and B with number of nodes NA and NB of n networks, nodes are connected
by connectivity links within each network, with degree distribution PA(k) and PB(k). We
assume that nodes of network B support a fraction qBA of nodes in network A, which
are dependent nodes within network A. And, nodes of network A support a fraction qAB
of nodes in network B, which are dependent nodes within network B, as shown in Fig.
4.1(a). The support-dependent relationship is randomly built between dependent nodes of
A (or B) and all of nodes of network B (or A). In addition, support links, which connect
support nodes in one network to dependent nodes in the other network, are represented
by unidirectional arrows. The support degree k˜A (or k˜B) of a node in network A (or B)
denotes that the node is supported by k˜A (or k˜B) nodes in network B (or A), where k˜A
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(or k˜B) satisfies support degree distribution P˜
A(k˜A) (or P˜
B(k˜B)).
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Figure 4.1: Demonstration of cascading failures for two networks A and B with support-
dependent relationship. Without loss of generality, we assume that sizes of networks A
and B are NA = NB = 8. And, the fraction of dependent nodes within networks A and
B are qBA =
5
8 and qAB =
1
2 , which are represented by blue dots, while other white
dots represent nondependent nodes. The blue curves represent connectivity links within
network, whereas directed arrows represent support links connecting support nodes in one
network to dependent nodes in the other network. Correspondingly, red arrows are from
B to A and green arrows are from A to B.
For the process of cascading failures, initially, both networks are attacked and a fraction
1 − pA and 1 − pB of nodes in network A and B are randomly removed respectively. As
shown in Fig. 4.1(b), at step 1, the connectivity and dependency links of the attacked
nodes are removed in both networks. When treating nodes in network A at step t, we
assume that all their support nodes in network B which are found to be functional at step
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t−1 are still functional [24]. At step 2 of network A, according to condition (i), the nodes in
network A, which do not receive any support from remaining nodes of network B at step 1
are removed. Then, according to condition (ii), the nodes don’t belong to giant component
of network A are also removed, as shown in Fig. 4.1(c). All the failed nodes of network A
will lead to failures of support links starting from them. Similarly, when treating nodes in
network B at step t, we assume that all their support nodes in network A which are found
to be functional at the current step t are still functional [24]. Therefore, nodes in network
B, which neither receive any support from the remaining functional nodes of network A
nor belong to giant component of network B, are also removed at step 2, as shown in Fig.
4.1(d). This process of cascading failures will continue until no further nodes and links
removal occurs, as shown in Fig. 4.1(f).
4.3 Theoretical framework
In this section, we will demonstrate the theoretical framework for cascading failures of n
networks. For network i, we assume that there are l neighbor networks j1, · · · , jm, · · · , jl
support it. Without loss of generality, we study cascading failures of network i and one
of its neighbor networks, jm. For one node in network i, there are k˜jmi support nodes
randomly chosen from network jm, the probability of having no functional support nodes
in network jm at step t is
βjmit = qjmi
∞∑
k˜jmi=0
P˜ jmi(k˜jmi)(1− p
(jm)
t−1 )
k˜jmi
= qjmiG˜
jmi(1− p
(jm)
t−1 ),
(4.1)
where a fraction of nodes qjmi in network i directly depend on nodes of network jm, a
fraction of nodes p
(jm)
t−1 in network jm are functional nodes of network jm at step t− 1, and
G˜jmi is generating function of support degree distribution P˜ jmi(k˜jmi). Therefore, remaining
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fraction of nodes in network i at step t is
x
(i)
t = pi(1− β
jmi
t ). (4.2)
where pi denotes remaining fraction of nodes in network i, after initially removing a fraction
of 1− pi nodes. By analyzing cascading failures between network i and all of its neighbor
networks, when Ni →∞, the fraction of remaining functional nodes in network i is
x
(i)
t = pi
l∏
m=1
[1− qjmiG˜jmi(1− p
(jm)
t−1 )]. m = l. (4.3)
For neighbor network jm, we assume that there are r+1 neighbor networks i, s1, · · · , sh, · · · , sr
support it. Therefore, we randomly choose k˜ijm support nodes in network i, and the prob-
ability that a node in network jm has no support nodes in network i at step t is
β
(ijm)
t = qijm
∞∑
k˜ijm=0
P˜ ijm(k˜ijm)(1− p
(i)
t )
k˜ijm
= qijmG˜
ijm(1− p
(i)
t ).
(4.4)
From above analysis, the probability that a node in network jm has no functional
support nodes in network sh (h = 1, · · · , r) at step t is
βshjmt = qshjm
∞∑
k˜shjm=0
P˜ shjm(k˜shjm)(1− p
(sh)
t−1 )
k˜shjm
= qshjmG˜
shjm(1− p
(sh)
t−1 ).
(4.5)
Therefore, for Ni → ∞, the fraction of remaining functional nodes in network jm at
step t is
x
(jm)
t = pjm(1− qijmG˜
ijm(1− p
(i)
t ))
·
l∏
h=1
[1− qshjmG˜shjm(1− p
(jm)
t−1 )].
(4.6)
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Then, we analyze cascading failures within network by applying condition (ii). The
generating function of degree distribution P i(k) of network i (i = 1, 2, ..., n) is [23, 24]
Gi0 =
∞∑
k=0
P i(k)xk. (4.7)
The generating function of underlying branching process is
Gi1 =
G′i0(x)
G′i0(1)
. (4.8)
After removing a fraction of 1−pi nodes from network i, new generating functions of degree
distribution and underlying branching process are

Gi0(x, pi) = Gi0(1− pi(1− x)),
Gi1(x, pi) = Gi1(1− pi(1− x)).
(4.9)
At step t, the fraction of nodes belong to the giant component of remaining nodes in
network i, x
(i)
t , is
g(i)(x
(i)
t ) = 1−Gi0(f
(i)
t , x
(i)
t ), (4.10)
where f
(i)
t satisfies transcendental equation
f
(i)
t = Gi1(f
(i)
t , x
(i)
t ). (4.11)
Thus, fraction of nodes in the giant component of network i is
p
(i)
t = x
(i)
t g
(i)(x
(i)
t ). (4.12)
From Eqs. 4.3, 4.6 and 4.12, as t→∞, x
(i)
t and p
(i)
t−1 both reach constant values, x
(i)
∞ and
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p
(i)
∞ . Thus, the expressions of x
(i)
∞ and p
(i)
∞ are
x
(i)
∞ = pi
∏l
j=1[1− qjiG˜ji(1− p
(j)
∞ )],
p
(i)
∞ = x
(i)
∞gi(x
(i)
∞ ),
(4.13)
Especially, as l = 1 and qji = 1, we observe that the Eq. 4.13 is consistent with Shao’s
results [24].
4.4 Robustness of a starlike network of nnetworks
For n ER networks with partially support-dependent relationship, the generating functions
of degree distribution and underlying branching process of network i (i = 1, 2, .., n) are
[23, 25, 5, 6, 52, 12, 90, 91, 63, 33, 28]
Gi0 = Gi1 = e
〈ki〉(x−1), i = 1, 2, ..., n. (4.14)
From Eqs. 4.10, 4.11 and 4.14, we obtain the following equations

g(1)(x
(1)
∞ ) = 1− f
(1)
∞ = 1− e−〈kl〉p
(1)
∞ ,
g(j)(x
(j)
∞ ) = 1− f
(j)
∞ = 1− e−〈kj〉p
(j)
∞ ,
(4.15)
where p
(1)
∞ and p
(j)
∞ denote fractions of giant component of central network and surrounding
networks j (j = 2, · · · , n) at the end of cascading process. In this letter, we choose the
support degree distributions P˜ j1(〈k˜j1〉) and P˜
1j(〈k˜1j〉) to be Poisson distributions. Then,
we get 
qj1G˜j1(1− p
(1)
∞ ) = qj1e
−〈k˜j1〉p
(1)
∞ ,
q1jG˜1j(1− p
(j)
∞ ) = q1je
−〈k˜1j〉p
(j)
∞ .
(4.16)
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And, Eq. 4.13 becomes

x
(1)
∞ = p1
∏n
j=1[1− qj1e
−〈k˜j1〉p
(j)
∞ ],
p
(1)
∞ = p1
∏n
j=1[1− qj1e
−〈k˜j1〉p
(j)
∞ ](1 − e−〈k1〉p
(1)
∞ ),
x
(j)
∞ = pj[1− q1je
−〈k˜1j〉p
(1)
∞ ],
p
(j)
∞ = pj [1− q2e
−〈k˜2〉p
(1)
∞ ](1− e−〈kj〉p
(j)
∞ ).
(4.17)
Let pj = p2, qj1 = q1, q1j = q2, 〈k1〉=〈kj〉 = 〈k〉, 〈k˜j1〉 = 〈k˜1〉 and 〈k˜1j〉 = 〈k˜2〉, from Eqs.
4.15, 4.16 and 4.17, we get x
(j)
∞ g(j)(x
(j)
∞ ) = x
(2)
∞ g(2)(x
(2)
∞ ) , p
(j)
∞ = p
(2)
∞ and f
(j)
∞ = f
(2)
∞ (j =
2, 3, ..., n). Then Eqs. 4.11 and 4.17 can be transformed to

x
(1)
∞ = p1[1− q1e
−〈k˜1〉p
(2)
∞ ]n−1,
p
(1)
∞ = p1[1− q1e
−〈k˜1〉p
(2)
∞ ]n−1(1− e−〈k〉p
(1)
∞ ),
f
(i)
∞ = e−〈k〉p
(1)
∞ ,
f
(2)
∞ = e−〈k〉p
(2)
∞ ,
x
(2)
∞ = p2[1− q2e
−〈k˜2〉p
(1)
∞ ],
p
(2)
∞ = p2[1− q2e
−〈k˜2〉p
(1)
∞ ](1− e−〈k〉p
(2)
∞ ).
(4.18)
and 
p
(1)
∞ = −
ln f
(1)
∞
〈k〉 ,
p
(2)
∞ = −
ln f
(2)
∞
〈k〉 .
(4.19)
From Eqs. 4.18 and 4.19, we have

p
(2)
∞ = −
ln
 1q1
1−( p(1)∞
p(1−e−〈k〉p
(1)
∞ )
) 1
n−1

〈k˜1〉
,
p
(1)
∞ = −
ln
{
1
q2
[
1−
p
(2)
∞
p(1−e−〈k〉p
(2)
∞ )
]}
〈k˜2〉
.
(4.20)
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From Eqs. 4.19 and 4.20, f
(1)
∞ and f
(2)
∞ can be solved
f (2)∞ =
 1q1
1−( − ln f (1)∞
p〈k〉(1 − f
(1)
∞ )
) 1
n−1

〈k〉
〈k˜1〉
,
f (1)∞ 6= 1;∀f
(2)
∞ , f
(1)
∞ = 1.
(4.21)
f (1)∞ =
{
1
q2
[
1 +
ln f
(2)
∞
p〈k〉(1 − f
(2)
∞ )
]} 〈k〉
〈k˜2〉
f (2)∞ 6= 1;∀f
(1)
∞ , f
(2)
∞ = 1.
(4.22)
We verify our theory, Eq. 4.20, by comparing theoretical predictions with simulation results
for different coupling strength q, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Additionally, from Fig. 4.2(a), we
observe that the giant component of central network undergoes from second to first order
phase transition as q increases. Furthermore, by analyzing the graphical solution of Eqs.
4.21 and 4.22, the critical fraction pc can be solved by finding the touching point of curves
f
(2)
∞ (f
(1)
∞ ) and f
(1)
∞ (f
(2)
∞ ). Thus, the critical fraction pc can be obtain from tangential
condition df
(2)
∞
df
(1)
∞
df
(1)
∞
df
(2)
∞
= 1. Therefore, we get the first order transition point pIc for strong
coupling strength q ≥ qc and the second order transition point p
II
c for weak coupling
strength q < qc for different n. Moreover, we notice that as the number of networks n
increases, the critical threshold qc decreases. It means that region of first order transition
becomes larger, while region of second order transition becomes smaller as n increases. For
average supported degree 〈k˜〉 → ∞, we see that the expressions of p
(1)
∞ and p
(2)
∞ of Eq. 4.18
are consistent with single ER network’s expression, which means that in central network
only second order phase transition occurs, like single ER network. In fact, from Fig. 4.2(c),
one can also see that pc approaches percolation threshold
1
〈k〉 of single ER network, which
is same as q = 0.
For SF networks, the degree distribution is P (k) = ck−λ,m < k < M , where λ is
broadness of the distribution, and k, M , m are degree, maximum degree, minimum degree
respectively. The generating functions of degree distribution and underlying branching
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Figure 4.2: (a)For starlike network of n ER networks, comparison between simulations and
theory of p
(1)
∞ as a function of p for different q, with parameters 〈k˜〉 = 6, 〈k〉 = 6, and
n = 5. In simulation, Ni = N = 10
5 and the results are averaged over 50 realizations. (b)
Coupling strength q as a function of p for different n with parameters 〈k˜〉 = 6, 〈k〉 = 6.
(c) The critical fraction pc as a function of 〈k˜〉 for different n with parameters 〈k〉 = 6 and
q = 1.
process of network i are [26]

Gi0(x) =
∑M
m [(
m
k )
λ−1 − ( mk+1)
λ−1]xk,
Gi1(x) =
∑M
m [(
m
k
)λ−1−( m
k+1
)λ−1]kxk−1∑M
m [(
m
k
)λ−1−( m
k+1
)λ−1]k
.
(4.23)
To simplify theoretical framework of SF networks, we choose parameters pj = p2,
qj1 = q1, q1j = q2, λ1=λj=λ, 〈k˜j1〉 = 〈k˜1〉, 〈k˜1j〉 = 〈k˜2〉 (j = 2, 3, · · · , n). Thus, from Eqs.
4.10, 4.11, 4.14 and 4.16, we get x
(j)
∞ g(j)(x
(j)
∞ ) = x
(2)
∞ g(2)(x
(2)
∞ ), p
(j)
∞ = p
(2)
∞ and f
(j)
∞ = f
(2)
∞ ,
as follows 
f
(1)
∞ =
∑M
m [(
m
k
)λ−1−( m
k+1
)λ−1]k(1−x
(1)
∞ +x
(1)
∞ f
(1)
∞ )
k−1∑M
m [(
m
k
)λ−1−( m
k+1
)λ−1]k
,
f
(2)
∞ =
∑M
m [(
m
k
)λ−1−( m
k+1
)λ−1]k(1−x
(2)
∞ +x
(2)
∞ f
(2)
∞ )
k−1∑M
m [(
m
k
)λ−1−( m
k+1
)λ−1]k
.
(4.24)

x
(1)
∞ = p1[1− q1e
−〈k˜1〉p
(2)
∞ ]n−1,
x
(2)
∞ = p2[1− q2e
−〈k˜2〉p
(1)
∞ ],
p
(1)
∞ = x
(1)
∞ (1− f
(1)
∞ ),
p
(2)
∞ = x
(2)
∞ (1− f
(2)
∞ ).
(4.25)
Here, we compare simulations with theory from Eqs. 4.24 and 4.25 for starlike of five
SF networks as shown in Fig. 4.3(a). From Fig. 4.3(a), we observe that central network
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undergoes from second order through hybrid order to first order phase transition as coupling
strength q increases. For hybrid order transition, p
(1)
∞ jumps at p
jump
c from a large value to
small value and then continuously decreases to zero as p decreases. We get pjumpc from NOI,
which is easily identified by the sharp peak characterizing the first order and hybrid order
transition point [15, 26]. Furthermore, the threshold qh,IIc where second order transition
turns into hybrid order transition can be easily identified as shown in Fig. 4.3(b) [26].
We also observe that the critical threshold qh,Ic , where hybrid order transition turns into
first order transition, keeps constant at q = 1 and qh,IIc gradually decreases as n increases.
Therefore, as n increases, the region of first order transition only occurs at q = 1, the
region of hybrid transition becomes larger and region of second order transition becomes
smaller as n increases.
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Figure 4.3: (a) For starlike network of n SF networks, comparison between simulations
and theory for p
(1)
∞ for different q, with parameters n = 5, 〈k˜〉 = 5, λ = 2.7, Ni = 10
5,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The simulation results are averaged over 50 realizations. (b) q as a function
of p for n = 2, 5, 8, 10 for starlike network of n SF networks, other parameters are same as
(a). In this numerical solution, we choose NOI=t and ξ = 10−30 for p
(t)
∞ − p
(t+1)
∞ < ξ.
4.5 Robustness of looplike network of n networks
In this section, we study the robustness of looplike network of n ER networks with partially
support-dependent relationship.
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Figure 4.4: (a) For looplike network of n ER networks, comparison of theoretical results
and simulations for p∞ for different q, with parameters n = 5, 〈k˜i〉 = 5, 〈k〉 = 5 and
Ni = 10
5, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. (b) The coupling strength q as a function of p for different 〈k〉
with 〈k˜〉 = 5.
When a fraction of 1−pi (i = 1, 2, ..., n) nodes are removed from network i and t→∞,
fi, xi and pi keep constant and equal to f∞, x∞ and p∞ by setting parameters pi = p,
ql(l+1)=q(l+1)l=q1n = qn1 = q, 〈k˜l(l+1)〉=〈k˜(l+1)l〉 =〈k˜1n〉=〈k˜n1〉 =〈k˜〉 and 〈k˜i〉 = 〈k˜〉 (i =
1, 2, ..., n). Then, by Eqs. 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15, we get

x∞ = p(1− qe
−〈k˜〉p∞)2,
f∞ = e
−〈k˜〉p∞ .
(4.26)
p∞ = p(1− e
−〈k〉p∞)(1− qe−〈k˜〉p∞)2. (4.27)
From Eqs. 4.26 and 4.27, we see that the giant component of looplike network of n ER
networks is independent of n. This is different from starlike network of n ER networks. In
addition, from Fig. 4.4(a), we see that network undergoes from second order to first order
phase transition as coupling strength q increases. From Eqs. 4.26 and 4.27, we also obtain
p∞ =
−lnf∞
〈k〉
. (4.28)
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From Eqs. 4.27 and 4.28, we get
f∞ = e
−p〈k〉(1−f∞)
1−qf 〈k˜〉〈k〉∞
2
. (4.29)
From above analysis, we obtain the critical fraction pIc for first order transition
pIc =
1− f∞ + f∞lnf∞
2q〈k˜〉f
〈k˜〉
〈k〉
∞ (1− f∞)2
(
1− qf
〈k˜〉
〈k〉
∞
) . (4.30)
By solving Eq. 4.29 for f∞ → 1, we get the critical fraction p
II
c for second order transition
pIIc =
1
〈k˜〉(1− q)2
. (4.31)
Applying both Eqs. 4.30 and 4.31, we get critical threshold

pc =
(〈k〉+4〈k˜〉)2
16〈k〉〈k˜〉2
,
qc =
〈k〉
〈k〉+4〈k˜〉
.
(4.32)
From Fig. 4.4(b), we observe that critical threshold qc separating first order and second
order transition increases as average degree 〈k〉 increases, i.e., as 〈k〉 increases, region
of first order transition becomes smaller and region of second order transition becomes
larger. Furthermore, from Eq. 4.27, we observe that as 〈k˜〉 → ∞, the expression of giant
component of looplike network of n networks changes into expression of single ER network,
which is consistent with above analysis.
4.6 Summary
For n networks with partially support-dependent relationship, we analyze the robustness of
two cases, a starlike network of n ER, SF networks and a looplike network of n ER networks.
For the case of a starlike network of n ER networks, region of first order transition becomes
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larger, while region of second order transition becomes smaller as the number of networks n
increases. For the case of a starlike network of n SF networks, region of first order transition
remains constant and is only at q = 1, however, region of hybrid order transition gradually
becomes larger and region of second order transition becomes smaller as n increases. For
the case of looplike network of n ER networks, we find that p∞ is independent of n.
Moreover, as 〈k〉 increases, region of first order transition becomes smaller and region of
second order transition becomes larger.
Chapter 5
Systemic Importance of Global Financial Markets
and Distress Propagation
5.1 Introduction
Financial crisis can bring substantial damages and economic losses to countries, and have
the power to affect other countries through trade relations, currency policies, financial con-
tracts, and cross-country investments. With increased globalization of connections between
countries, crisis which roots in a certain country, formerly influencing only neighboring re-
gions, now have capacities to spread systemic risk and to propagate economic disasters to
countries all around the world. Some examples of such crises are the 1997 Asian financial
crisis, 1998 Russian bond crisis, 2001 dot-com bubble, 2007-08 world financial crisis, and
2010 EU sovereign debt crisis, all spilling over to various parts of the world. Similar to the
transmission of a disease, small financial shocks initially affect only a particular region of
an economy, can spread to the rest of financial sectors and other countries whose economies
were previously healthy [92]. Thus, to study the interconnectedness among countries, it
is vital to get an insight of how financial crises are initiated and analyze their spreading
mechanisms to better understand the crisis propagating dynamics.
This can potentially be very helpful for policy makers to monitor for likely precursors,
and possibly prevent devastating global financial crises.
Many research studies have examined the connections among countries by exploring
correlations on various financial time series data [93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102,
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103, 104]. While most previous studies use Pearson correlation calculations as the measure
of interactions, we also implement the partial correlation approach [105, 106, 107], which
can remove common global trends and leave only more realistic dependences. Our analysis
reveals novel insights and interesting features of the interactions between the countries,
for example, from Pearson correlation analysis we observe the 2001 dot-com bubble crisis
but in partial correlation analysis it disappears, suggests it is a localize crisis instead of
global one. We also conduct statistical analysis tests and find that the correlations exhibit
unique behaviors during crisis periods like the rising of stock market correlation and falling
of foreign exchange correlation, which is quite different from non-crisis period.
There have been dramatic advances in the field of complex networks in recent years.
For example, the world-wide-web, the Internet, highway systems, and electric power grids
are all examples of networks that can be modelled using coupled systems [6, 14, 5, 52,
108], where the connectivity between network components is essential. The economic
system is composed of many agents, interacting at different levels. The agents in the
system could be individual traders, firms, banks, financial markets, or countries, so the
global financial system can be well represented by using a complex network model. Many
extensive empirical and theoretical studies in the past have focused on single layer network
models. Here, we develop and analyze a two-layer interdependent model, where each layer
represents a different financial system, and interactions exist not only within the same
system, but also between different financial networks for different countries. We use the
multi-layer interdependent network approach to better model the real world interactions,
where different economic sectors seldom function independently. Instead, financial systems
have strong reliance on one another [14, 16, 15]. Because of the interdependences between
financial sectors along with connectivities within the sectors, failure in certain network node
can trigger global systemic risk and crisis propagation. In this study, we select major indices
of stock market behaviors and the foreign exchange market as two layers in our coupled
network model. Stock markets are common trade place for company shares thus reflecting
companies’ performance and investors’ perceptions of company values. Moreover, financial
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markets are considered leading economic indicators and therefore useful as predictors of the
economy. The foreign exchange market is the largest financial market in the world, with
market participants actively involved in currency trading 24 hours a day except weekends,
with daily turnover of over $ 5 trillion dollars, according to the Bank for International
Settlement [109]. These two financial markets capture important aspects of a country’s
economic status and therefore, we use them as a centrepiece of our research.
The objective of this article is to examine potential indicators of global financial crisis,
and to investigate the systemic importance of countries as originators of such crisis. The
rest of the paper is organized as follow: In section 5.2, we describe the data that we use;
in section 5.3, we explain and elaborate the methods and results of correlation based sta-
tistical analyses; in section 5.4, we conduct the Granger Causality-based network analysis;
in section 5.5, we introduce an interdependent network model, and apply the crisis prop-
agation dynamics to it. We also identify and discuss core countries in triggering global
financial crisis and the consequences of such crises. Lastly, in section 5.6, we discuss our
results and offer our conclusive remarks.
5.2 Data and Methodology
We acquire the data from the Boston University Bloomberg terminal provided by Bloomberg
L.P. for academic research. In our analyses, we use a time range of 14 years from January-
1st 1999 to December-31st 2012, and the frequency of data is daily. We exclude all non-
trading days like weekends and holidays so there are 3652 days of data, and we use the
closing price of the day for our pricing dataset. We select 60 representative countries, which
include developed and emerging countries that have comparatively complete datasets in
both stock market indices and foreign exchange data. In addition, we use the MSCI All
Country World Index (ACWI), Gold prices, and SDR rates also from the Bloomberg ter-
minal for the 14-year period between 1999-2012.
When a country has more than one well-known major stock market indices, we use
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the following criteria to select the most representative index: first we select the stock
market indices that are widely used in the financial industry, and from that subset, we
select the index that includes most of the companies listed on the respective exchange,
covering mostly large capitalization stocks but in some instances including some mid or
small capitalization stocks as well. Using this criteria, we have selected one single index
for each country, such as the S&P 500 for the US, Nikkei 225 for Japan, STI for Singapore,
etc. Some countries like Colombia and Cyprus lack data at the beginning of the analyzed
period, but all of the countries that we analyze have complete data later in the period.
For the foreign exchange rates, we use the closing mid price, which is the average of
the closing bid and ask prices. Each currency’s value is expressed in terms of USD, except
the British pound (GBP), Australia dollar, New Zealand dollar, and the euro. For the
Eurozone countries, since the first day of using euro is January-1st 1999 which coincides
with the starting date of our data, we use euro as currency of the Eurozone. For the
countries that adopted the euro at later dates like Cyprus and Greece, we convert their
local currencies to euro using the corresponding fixed euro conversion rates up to the date
before the actual euro adoption day.
We have expressed the currencies of the countries that we analyze as currency over
SDR. The SDR is an international reserve asset, created by the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) in 1969 to supplement its member countries’ official reserves. Its value is
based on a basket of four key international currencies, and SDRs can be exchanged for
freely usable currencies. Though it is not a currency, per se the SDR can be used as a
currency unit in our study [110, 111]. The IMF fixes the value of one SDR in terms of
US dollars daily. By expressing USD in terms of SDR, and by converting other currencies
from currency / USD into currency / SDR, we can replace USD as base with SDR, and
thus include USD in our study.
The MSCI ACWI is a free-float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is
designed to provide a broad measure of equity-market performance throughout the world
[112, 113]. The MSCI ACWI consists of 45 country indices comprising 24 developed and
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21 emerging market country indices. All the 24 composites of developed countries and 16
of the 21 emerging market countries also appear in our 60 country dataset. Since MSCI
ACWI covers most of the countries that we study, hence, we use the MSCI ACWI as a
representative index for the global equity market performance.
Gold has long been the official reserve of the central banks, and investors consider it as
a hedge against inflation or currency depreciation [114, 115]. So here we use gold price as
a benchmark for the global currency market. By expressing gold price in units of SDR, we
can use gold as the global mode for the currency market.
5.3 Model Description and Analytical Results
For all the analyzed time-series, we first obtain the logarithmic return as follows. Let P (t)
be the value of the time series at time t, where t = 1, 2, ..., N , and N is the size of the time
series data, which is 3652. The logarithmic return of time series i is
Ri(t) = ln
Pi(t+ 1)
Pi(t)
. (5.1)
We then normalize Ri(t) to have zero mean and unit standard deviation,
ri(t) =
Ri(t)−Ri
σRi
, (5.2)
where Ri and σRi are the mean value and standard deviation of time series i.
For stock market indices and foreign exchange markets, the dimension of the logarithmic
return time series matrices is 60× 3651. We calculate the cross-correlation matrix C, and
the value of each cell Ci,j as follows,
Ci,j = 〈rirj〉, (5.3)
where Ci,j represents the Pearson correlation between logarithmic return time series for a
pair of countries i and j. Due to the completeness of the data, when doing the correlation
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calculation, we use pair-wise method, which means when computing Ci,j of countries i and
j, we use rows with no blank values in either column i or j.
Partial correlation measures the degree of association between two random variables,
with the effect of a set of controlling random variables removed [105, 116]. We add the
partial correlation calculations, and compare our results to the Pearson correlation. Partial
correlation is a powerful tool to extract the correlation between two time series which is
present as a result of their co-movement with the global trend. Suppose we have two
time series A and B and they are highly correlated. We are not sure whether the high
correlation is due to the real co-movement of A and B, or it is due to their individual
high correlation with the global mode C. Thus we remove the effect of C by removing the
relationships between A-C and B-C, obtaining the partial correlation between A and B.
Partial correlation can be expressed as
ρAB,C =
CA,B − CA,C ×CB,C√
1− C2A,C
√
1− C2B,C
(5.4)
where ρAB,C is the partial correlation between A and B after removing the effect of C, and
CA,B is the Pearson correlation between A and B. Using partial correlation, we can remove
the global modes, and only look at the real correlation between countries. In our research,
as introduced earlier, we use MSCI ACWI as the global mode for stock market indices, and
gold price expressed in units of SDR as the global mode for the foreign exchange market.
5.3.1 Pearson and Partial correlation analyses
In order to see how the cross-correlation trends change with time, we divide the data into
14 annual periods, which correspond to the 14 years from 1999 to 2012. Figure 5.1(a) shows
a heatmap of the yearly correlation of the stock market. The x-axis represents the years,
and the y-axis shows the correlations of 1770 country pairs. The number 1770 represents
the unique pairwise correlations excluding the diagonal of the correlation matrix, and the
sequence of x and y-axis of this matrix is ordered by each country’s ISO 3166-1 alpha-
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3 country code alphabetically. We transform these 1770 correlation matrix cells into a
column vector by taking the cells column-wise from the correlation matrix, and use the
colorbar to show the magnitude of the correlation values, where red means C = 1 and the
two series are perfectly positively correlated, while blue means C = −1 and the two series
are perfectly negatively correlated (here for the color bar the lowest value we use is -0.7554
since this is the global minimum value for all the 6 panels in Figure 5.1). Green means
C = 0 or the two series are not correlated.
From Figure (5.1(a)), we can see that the overall correlation of the global stock markets
shows an increase between 1999 and 2002, and is trending upward again starting in 2006,
the correlation reaches its peak in 2008, and stays at the high correlation plateau thereafter.
These increasing correlation trends match the bursting of the dot-com bubble in 2001 and
the global financial crisis in 2007-2008. The observed correlation trends in the financial
markets could possibly be regarded as indicators of increased co-movements heading to
potential occurrence of global financial crisis.
In Figure (5.1(b)), the heatmap for foreign exchange market is plotted. Due to the
fact that many Eurozone countries use the euro, there are many correlation values of 1.
In addition, generally foreign exchange shows stronger correlation, compared to its stock
market counterpart, though the temporal trend is not as conclusive. We can vaguely see
that the correlation increases from 2003 to 2006 and decreases before and after this period.
So it seems that the overall foreign exchange correlation falls during the financial crisis
periods (2001 dot-com bubble, and the global financial crisis after 2007), contrary to the
stock market correlation trends.
Figure (5.1(c)) shows the partial correlation heatmap of the stock market in yearly
frequency. Compared with the Pearson correlation heatmap, the overall magnitude has
decreased while the temporal behavior is very similar, and we still observe high positive
correlations in year 2008. This observation confirms that most of the countries have strong
positive correlations with the global trend (MSCI ACWI in this case), so when removing the
global mode, the countries’ cross-correlations decrease. However, during the 2001 dot-com
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Figure 5.1: Heatmap of the annual Pearson correlations distribution for (a) stock markets,
(b) foreign exchange markets, annual partial correlations distributions for (c) stock markets,
(d) foreign exchange markets, and annual Pearson correlations distribution between (e)
stock and foreign exchange markets of all countries, and (f) stock and foreign exchange
markets of same country logarithmic returns of 60 countries over 14 year period. Y-axis is
the order of the cells, with dimension 1770× 1 for (a) (d), 3600 for (e), and 60 for (f), see
text for details. The intensity of the color shows the value of the correlations, according
to the colorbar on the right.
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bubble and the 2007-08 financial crisis, the interconnection among individual countries’
markets is still very prominent.
In Figure (5.1(d)) we observe the partial correlation for foreign exchange markets. Here,
after removing the global trend measured by the price of gold expressed in SDR units, the
partial correlation remains very similar to the Pearson correlation. This could mean that
even though the gold price has influence on each currency, its co-movement effects with
different currencies are different, thus in partial correlation calculations, when the co-
movement effects between gold and both currencies are removed simultaneously, this trend
removal has minimum effect, hence the partial correlation values are close to the Pearson
correlation. In other words, in the foreign exchange market, the Pearson correlation can
represent well the real correlation between currencies.
In Figure (5.1(e)), the Pearson correlations between the stock and the foreign exchange
markets are plotted, meaning that cell (i,j) of the correlation matrix contains the correlation
value of the stock index of country i and the foreign exchange of country j. Similarly, cell
(j,i) contains the correlation value of the stock index of country j and the foreign exchange
of country i, hence Ci,j 6= Cj,i in this case. We transform the annual 60 by 60 matrix for the
14 years into column vectors to plot them chronologically. We observe that the correlation
values are high during the period between the crises (2003 to 2006) but are low during
the crises. The same phenomenon is also seen in Figure (5.1(f)), showing the Pearson
correlation between the stock and foreign exchange markets within the same country for
60 countries that we study here.
5.3.2 Summary Statistics
To study the statistical characteristics of the correlations, we calculate the mean of the
correlation distributions for the 14 years for all 6 cases, including Pearson correlation and
partial correlation.
In Figure (5.2), we show that the mean value of Pearson correlations of the stock
market indices exhibits two peaks in the time period between 1999 and 2012. One peak
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Figure 5.2: Plot of means of distribution of annual Pearson correlation of global stock
market (#), partial correlation of global stock market (∗), Pearson correlation of global
foreign exchange market (×), partial correlation of global foreign exchange market (),
Pearson correlation between stock and foreign exchange market (⋄), and Pearson correlation
between stock and foreign exchange market for same country (△), between logarithmic
returns of 60 countries over 14 year period.
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emerges in year 2001 while the other appears in years 2007-2008. This finding suggests that
during crisis, the overall correlation increases, and the markets tend to move together. This
could be due to the leverage requirements and risk-aversion, investors sell their position of
equity in a already falling market, and since usually portfolios are diversified into different
countries, this selling happens in every market and make the prices of equities fall further.
That’s why we observe why high volatility of stock markets is directly linked with strong
correlations between them. On the contrary, the mean of the foreign exchange market
Pearson correlations are low during crisis periods, and there is a peak in the calm period
between the crises. This suggestion the overall correlations of foreign exchange market
during crises are low but are high in non-crisis period. This could be because of during
crises, investors retreat from stock market and eagerly want to put their money in a safer
investment, and here different views occur and different investors have different ideas where
their money should be put on, which causes the different performance of currencies. But
in the calm period, investors usually put their money in some arbitrary currencies like
USD and euro, thus most of the currencies perform the same. With applying the partial
correlation method, the peak of the mean values of the stock market correlations at year
2008 becomes much more apparent than its Pearson correlation counterpart, meanwhile
it’s not the case for the 2001 peak. This could suggest the 2001 peak which could be due to
the dot-com bubble is actually a local one only affects certain region while the 2007-2008
financial crisis is a global one, since even after removing the global trend, the connection
between the countries’ stock indices are still very tight, so if one of the market declines
then it’s likely the declines will also be observed in other markets due to the high partial
correlations. Most countries are not trend followers in crisis, and the high correlations
between them reside in the intrinsic market behaviors of them thus the drastic volatility
and market decline can be propagate. The difference between the partial correlation and
Pearson correlation of foreign exchange market is hardly seen, except the magnitude of the
mean of correlation values are lower in partial correlation than Pearson correlation. Again,
this suggests that the gold price does has influence on each currency because with removing
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the effect of gold price as global trend, the intensity of the correlations decreases. But since
its co-movement effects with different currencies are different, thus this trend removal has
minimum effect, and the partial correlation values are close to the Pearson correlation.
The mean value of Pearson correlations between stock and foreign exchange market of all
countries, along with the values of between the stock and foreign exchange market of same
country, show similar behaviors, in which the correlations between two sectors show local
minima during the crisis, and this suggest the correlation between sectors reduces further
during crisis. For most of the time, the correlations between two sectors are negative, and
this matches the empirical findings because when equity market is prosper investors draw
money from foreign exchange market to stock market. During the crises, investor retreat
from one sector and put the money into the other sector, and causes the more negative
correlation between stock and foreign exchange market.
In order to see whether the means of crisis periods and non-crisis periods are truly
different or the difference comes from the standard deviation, we conduct the Student’s t-
test. As an example, we apply the two-sample Student’s test on the stock market’s Pearson
correlations of year 2004 which is the non-crisis period, and of year 2008 which is the crisis
year. The test fails to reject the null hypothesis that the two means are equal, thus the
alternative hypothesis that the two means are not equal is accepted. This is also true
for partial correlation for stock market, and for both Pearson and partial correlation for
foreign exchange market. This means the difference means of correlations at crisis periods
and non-crisis periods are not due to the standard deviation. When the distribution of
Pearson correlations of stock market of year 2004 and 2008 is plotted, the distributions of
these two periods are very different and thus the averages also differ by a lot. We can safely
draw the conclusion that the means of correlations at year 2004 and 2008 are significantly
different from each other and the correlations increase during the crisis period.
Based on our summary statistics analysis, we observe that the difference between Pear-
son correlation and partial correlation in the stock market is apparent, while in the foreign
exchange market the difference in Pearson and partial correlation distributions is vague.
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In order to test whether the partial correlation and the Pearson correlation have same
distributions, we carry on the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test), where the
null hypothesis is that the two sample data are from the same continuous distribution, and
the alternative hypothesis is that two samples being tested are from different continuous
distributions. The two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is a non-parametric hypothesis
test that evaluates distance between the empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDF)
of two samples. It uses the maximum absolute difference between the CDFs of the distri-
butions of two samples, and the test statistic is
Dn = sup
x
|F1(x)− F2(x)|, (5.5)
where F1(x) and F2(x) are the empirical CDFs of the first and the second sample respec-
tively, and n is the number of observations. The null hypothesis is rejected at level α
if
Dn > c(α)
√
2
n
, (5.6)
where α is the significance value and c(α) value is given for difference values of α.
The test result rejects the null hypothesis that the Pearson correlation and partial
correlation of stock markets are from the same distribution. However, based on the K-S
test, we fail to reject the null hypothesis that the Pearson correlation and partial correlation
of foreign exchange markets come from the same distribution. This verifies our claim that
the partial correlation for global stock market indices, after removing the influence of MSCI
ACWI as global mode, significantly changes the correlations between major stock indices of
countries, and results in a different distribution. This means that the global equity markets
are strongly dominated by a common global trend; Meanwhile, the partial correlation for
foreign exchange market after removing the effect of the gold price in terms of SDR as the
global mode, doesn’t change the Pearson correlations for global currencies.
We also conduct the two-sample K-S test to see whether the correlation distribution
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between the stock market and the currency market are same. In both Pearson and par-
tial correlation cases, the null hypothesis that the correlation distribution between stock
markets and currency markets are same are rejected, which leads to a conclusion that the
correlation distributions between stock markets and currency markets are different.
5.3.3 Community Formation and Cluster Analyses
To further study the properties of stock and foreign exchange market correlations, we use
hierarchical clustering tree algorithm to categorize and organize countries through their
correlation relations, and use dendrogram and re-ordered correlation matrix heatmap to
visualize the results [106, 117].
Hierarchical clustering tree uses a binary tree structure to illustrate which clusters are
closer to each other. Here we use the following correlation metric to define the distance of
correlations between different countries [118],
di,j =
√
1− Ci,j, (5.7)
for Pearson correlation, or
di,j =
√
1− ρi,j, (5.8)
for partial correlation after removing the global mode, where di,j is the distance between
countries i and j, and Ci,j and ρi,j are the Pearson and partial correlation of yearly loga-
rithmic returns of the stock markets or foreign exchange markets. Here we use the entire
14 year period to do the country distance analyses.
After getting the distances of all the country pairs, we use the single linkage clustering
method, to link the two clusters with the shortest distance in each step. Here the distance
between the clusters is defined as
dX,Y = min
x∈X,y∈Y
dx,y, (5.9)
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the shortest distance between two countries, where x is in cluster X and y is in cluster Y.
Using the hierarchical cluster tree algorithm we plot the resulting dendrogram, and re-order
the correlation matrix, moving the clusters with shorter distance onto the top-left of the
matrix, and the clusters with longer distance to the bottom-right. Now on the heatmap,
the clusters close to each other are pulled together. The color of the heatmap shows the
distance and the closer the distance between the clusters, the warmer the color.
In Figure (5.3), which shows the dendrogram and heatmap of the Pearson correlation of
global stock markets, we are able to identify that the most connected cluster is comprised
of the European countries, which includes France, Netherlands, Italy, Germany, United
Kingdom, Spain, Switzerland, Sweden, Finland, Portugal, Norway, Denmark, Austria, and
Ireland. The next most connected cluster presents the Americas, with Brazil, Canada,
United States, and Mexico. The third cluster that we identify contains mainly East Euro-
pean countries, such as Czech Republic, Poland, and Hungary. The Asian-Pacific countries
form a fourth cluster with closely connected Australia, Singapore, Hong Kong, Japan, Ko-
rea, and loosely connected New Zealand, India, Indonesia, Thailand, and Malaysia. There
is also emergence of a very small but interesting cluster consisting of only two countries,
Cyprus and Greece. This is curious because these two relatively small economies suffered
from the recent financial crisis and propagated their economics difficulties globally. The
last cluster is composed of several Middle Eastern countries, but they are not as connected
as the other clusters.
Figure (5.4) shows the currency market clusters. There are two big clusters almost
dividing the entire 60 country set into two halves: one is mainly dominated by the European
countries, including all the countries using the euro, with a small cluster inside mainly
comprised of Commonwealth of Nations countries like the UK, Canada, Australia, and
New Zealand; the other half is composed of the countries that have their currencies pegged
to US Dollar including United States itself. Compared to the geographically based pattern
of stock market clusters, the fewer clusters in the currency market could suggest that
currencies are dominated by few most traded currencies like the US Dollar and the euro.
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Figure (5.5) is based on the partial correlation of global stock markets. Compared
to its Pearson correlation counterpart, besides the overall intensity being reduced, the
Eastern European cluster disappears. This could suggest that the movement of the Eastern
European stock markets are influenced by the global trend, instead of the intrinsic bonds
between these countries. Thus, after the global mode is removed, these countries are
not correlated anymore. Another important finding is that the US stock market now is
mostly negatively correlated with the other countries. Unlike the Pearson correlation case,
where US stock market is positively coupled with the rest of the world, when removing the
influence of the MSCI ACWI, the US market has negative correlation with almost all the
other world markets. This means that when the global mode is removed, the prosperity of
US stock market will actually cause the other markets to decline.
In Figure (5.6), the partial correlation of currency markets doesn’t show significant
difference from the Pearson correlation, which could mean that the global mode, the Gold-
Price/SDR in our case, has little affect on the currency market correlation, so the Pearson
correlation already represents the real relations between currencies.
5.4 Granger Causality Network Analysis
To investigate the dynamic propagation of shocks in the system, it is important to measure
the directionality of such propagation. We propose to use Granger causality test method
[119, 120, 121], which is a statistical notion of causality based on the relative forecasting
power of two time series. A time series j is said to Granger-cause another time series i
if it can be shown that the values in j provide statistically significant information about
future values of i. In other words, if past values of j contain information that helps predict
i beyond the information contained in past values of i alone, then time series j is said to
Granger-cause time series i.
Specically, let ri and rj be two stationary time series with zero mean and standard
deviation equal to 1. If ri can be best expressed by an AR model
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Figure 5.3: The heatmap of correlations matrix for global stock markets logarithmic returns
of 60 countries over 14 year period. X and y axes are re-order following the distance between
countries, and the clusters with shorter distance onto the top-left of the matrix, and the
clusters with longer distance to the bottom-right. The intensity of the color shows the
value of the correlations, according to the colorbar on the right.
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Figure 5.4: The heatmap of correlations matrix for global stock markets logarithmic returns
of 60 countries over 14 year period. X and y axes are re-order following the distance between
countries, and the clusters with shorter distance onto the top-left of the matrix, and the
clusters with longer distance to the bottom-right. The intensity of the color shows the
value of the correlations, according to the colorbar on the right.
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Figure 5.5: The heatmap of correlations matrix for global stock markets logarithmic returns
of 60 countries over 14 year period. X and y axes are re-order following the distance between
countries, and the clusters with shorter distance onto the top-left of the matrix, and the
clusters with longer distance to the bottom-right. The intensity of the color shows the
value of the correlations, according to the colorbar on the right.
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Figure 5.6: The heatmap of correlations matrix for global stock markets logarithmic returns
of 60 countries over 14 year period. X and y axes are re-order following the distance between
countries, and the clusters with shorter distance onto the top-left of the matrix, and the
clusters with longer distance to the bottom-right. The intensity of the color shows the
value of the correlations, according to the colorbar on the right.
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ri(t) = a0 + a1ri(t− 1) + a2ri(t− 2) + ...+ amrm(t−m) + ei(t), (5.10)
where an, n = 0, 1, 2, ... are coefficients and ei(t) is a white noise process, and the solo
autoregression on ri is augmented by including lagged values of rj
ri(t) = a0+a1ri(t−1)+a2ri(t−2)+...+amri(t−m)+b1rj(t−1)+b2rj(t−2)+...+bqrj(t−q)+ei(t),
(5.11)
we say that rj Granger causes ri. Here all lagged values of rj that are individually significant
are retained in the regression and collectively they add explanatory power to the regression.
If no lagged values of rj are retained in the regression then the null hypothesis that rj does
not Granger-cause ri is not rejected. Otherwise, if any bn, n = 1, 2, ... is non-zero, then we
say that rj Granger-causes ri.
We apply Granger causality test on our logarithmic return time series. Considering
that our logarithmic return follows a GARCH(1,1) model,
ri(t) = µi + σi(t)ǫi(t),
σi(t)
2 = ωi + αi(σi(t− 1)ǫi(t− 1))
2 + βiσi(t− 1)
2,
(5.12)
where µi is the mean of time series ri, αi, βi are coefficients of the GARCH model, and ǫi
is i.i.d with N(0, 1) distribution.
In our Granger causality test, we use time series r˜i =
ri
σi(t)
, where σi(t) is estimated
with a GARCH(1,1) model to control for heteroskedasticity. If a time series r˜i Granger
causes another time series r˜j , we indicate this as 1, and otherwise we have 0, as follows:
I(r˜j → r˜i) =

1 if r˜j Granger causes r˜i
0 otherwise,
(5.13)
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and I(r˜j → r˜i) is 0 if r˜j and r˜i are identical time series.
We denote the degree of Granger causality (DGC) [120], as the fraction of statistically
signicant Granger-causality relationships among all N ×N pairs of N financial time series,
DGC ≡
1
N2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
I(r˜j → r˜i). (5.14)
In our study, r˜i and r˜j can be from the same either stock or foreign exchange markets, or
r˜i and r˜j can belong to different markets. Using this method, we can identify in each time
period, how many statistically significant Granger Causation Connections exist within the
global stock market, global currency market, from global stock market to currency market,
and from global currency market to stock market, out of the total possible number of
connections N2 (see Figure (5.7)). The risk of a systemic event is high when DGC is
higher.
We find that the DGC of Granger causation connections within the stock market in-
creases during the crisis periods. In year 2000-2001, there is a minor peak, the DGC as
a percentage of all possible causations was 40%, suggesting that this could be a financial
crisis time but with minor intensity. This matches the fact that the 2001 Turkish crisis,
2001 dot-com bubble in USA, and 2001 Argentine crisis had mostly local character. On
the other hand the DGC peaks at 2007, and 2009, at 47% and 48% respectively, suggesting
that the crisis starting in 2007 is more severe compared with 2001. This is the time of
the global financial crisis, including US subprime mortgage crisis, Iceland financial crisis,
followed by the European sovereign debt crisis.
For the DGC within the currency market, there is no clear trend between 1999 and
2006 as the values of DGC oscillate; however, there is a minimum in year 2008, followed by
a peak in 2011, compare to the stock market when in 2007 the stock indices increase their
power to predict the movements of other indices, the currencies lose the power to predict
other currency trends. In year 2011, the peak in the currency market DGC is coincidental
with the dramatic increase of the sovereign debt crises of Ireland, Portugal, Greece, and
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Figure 5.7: The time series of linear Granger-causality relationships of (a) within the
global stock market, (b) within global currency market, (c) from global stock market
to currency market, and (d) from global currency market to stock market, of the daily
logarithmic returns of 60 countries over 14 year period. The number of connections as
a percentage of all possible connections (our DGC measure) is plotted. The number of
connections is estimated for each sample including autoregressive terms and filtering out
heteroskedasticity with a GARCH(1,1) model.
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Cyprus.
The DGC of stock market Granger causing the currency market plot shows local max-
ima peaks in year 2001, 2007, and 2011, with magnitudes of 48%, 41%, and 33% respec-
tively. This finding suggests that in crisis time, the stock indices have ability to Granger
cause, or predict, the currency market trends.
The DGC of the connections from currency market to stock market has similar behavior
as the DGC within the stock market. With smaller peak in year 2001, and larger peak
in year 2007 with magnitude 40% and 43% respectively, followed by 2009-2010 peaks with
magnitudes of 53% and 58%. This could suggest that the stock market itself, and the
currency market influence on the stock market, may have power to predict financial crisis.
5.5 Interdependent Networks Model
In Section 5.4, we find that the correlation temporal trends have patterns that can poten-
tially offer a forecasting power for future vulnerabilities in the financial system, and the
two sectors, stock market and foreign exchange market, exhibit certain causality between
them. In order to utilize the pattern of correlation distribution, and the causality within
and between the sectors to better understand the global financial risks, in this section we
propose a model, to dynamically predict which countries are systemically important within
the global financial system and could possibly trigger global financial crisis, which uses the
our findings above.
In the age of rapid technological advancements and enhanced just-in-time communica-
tions, the world globalization trend makes the relationships between countries tighter and
more intertwined. These relationships could represent trading relationships, labor force
mobility, cross-border investment flows, etc. Through these enhanced inter-country rela-
tions, certain financial market dynamics from one country could easily spread to another.
For example, through offshore investment into another country’s stock, if the second coun-
try’s stock market suffers a huge slump, then the investors in the first country will suffer an
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extraordinary loss in their investment portfolios. If these investors are corporations, then
the loss will cause devaluation of the companies thus adversely affecting the stock price of
this corporation, potentially leading to an overall decrease in the stock market of the first
country [29, 30].
Other than the influence dispersing between the countries in the same sector, it could
also propagate to different sectors of the same country [122, 123]. For instance, a devalu-
ation of a country’s currency could attract more foreign investors to invest into the stock
market because the stocks will be less expensive from the foreign currency prospective,
contributing to appreciation of the stock market.
So, as long as the influence rooted in a certain sector of a certain country can propagate
to the same sector of other countries as well as the other sectors in the same country, then
the countries and sectors being affected could continue to propagate these impacts to the
second batch of countries and sectors, and then to the third batch and so on and so
forth. Thus, a failure initiated from a sector in a country can affect all the other countries
and sectors through the connections between them. Hence, our motivation to use an
interdependent networks model here is natural given the characteristics of the financial
and economic systems [31, 124, 125, 72].
A network is comprised of nodes connected by links. In our model, each node represents
a country’s stock market or its foreign exchange market counterpart. The links are defined
based on the correlation between the nodes within one sector and between different sectors.
We assume that the relationship within the same sector exists among all the country pairs,
and the influence between the two sectors only exist for the same country. We build a two-
layer interdependent networks model, with one layer being the stock market network and
the other being the foreign exchange network. Each network is fully connected and there
are only one-on-one interdependence relationships between these two networks, connecting
a country’s stock market and its currency market as defined above.
Next, we want to quantify the connections (links) of the networks by using Pearson
correlation or partial correlation of the stock market and the foreign exchange market. We
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use the same methodology to define the interdependent links between the two sectors (stock
market and foreign exchange market) for the same countries. Strong positive correlation
between a pair means that the nodes move in the same direction, which suggests that if
one of them suffers from a sudden drop, the other will most likely suffer as well. In the
other hand, if the correlation between two nodes is highly negative, then if one of the
nodes undergoes a sharp decline, the other is very likely to increase in value. In addition
to using correlation measures to define the links or flows between the nodes, we take in
consideration country’s gross domestic product (GDP) to weigh the nodes (countries) in the
interdependent network. GDP measures the size of the economy, and hence the impact that
a country’s economy can have on the rest of the world. Since in this study, the correlation
is a measure of the co-movement between two countries and has no direction, we introduce
the GDP as a weight to a node and use it to establish directed and weighted correlation
links in the network, GDP as a weight to the directed correlation value of two countries,
thus the large country in the pair will be more influential compared to the smaller one. We
define the GDP weighted correlation as follows,
Cweightedi,j =
GDPi
GDPi +GDPj
× Ci,j (5.15)
for Pearson correlation and
ρweightedi,j =
GDPi
GDPi +GDPj
× ρi,j (5.16)
for partial correlation, where Ci,j and ρi,j are the unweighed Pearson and partial correlation
values respectively. Here we use the average GDP value over the sample period of 1999-
2012. We then assign a probability to each country pair, using the empirical cumulative
distribution function of the correlations. The empirical CDF estimates the true underlying
CDF of the points in the sample and converges with probability 1, with a step function
that jumps up by 1/n at each of the n data points. For each layer, we have a 60 × 60
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correlation matrix and thus have 3,600 elements. After excluding the 60 correlations along
the diagonal (self-correlation of a country) and dividing the remaining correlation values by
2, to eliminate double counting, we have 1,770 unique correlations to further analyze. Using
these 1,770 values, we generate 1770×2 = 3540 directed pairs of GDP weighted correlations,
apply the empirical CDF method to assign each directed country pair a probability of
influence, measuring the impact that a certain country sector can have on other sectors or
other countries. For the interdependence between different sectors of same country, there
are 60 correlation values defining the dependency links thus the empirical CDF for inter-
layer (dependency) links and hence the probability of one country’s stock market affecting
its currency market and vice versa is based on these 60 values.
Here we use a Susceptible-Infected (SI) model, to simulate the crisis spreading process
in the global markets. Initially, all nodes in both networks are in the healthy state (S).
We then assume that only one sector, either the stock or the foreign exchange market,
of a certain country suffers an abrupt decline in value, and this country (node) turns its
status from S into I. Since this country’s sector value deterioration can propagate to (infect)
others, we assume in step 1, this initially infected (I) node will spread this infection to all
of its neighbors in the same layer, with the corresponding infection probability previously
assigned from the empirical CDF. In step 2, the nodes that have been infected (I nodes)
in step 1, will propagate the infection to their counterpart nodes in the other layer of the
coupled network with corresponding infection probability between the two layers. In step
3, all I nodes in the second layer will spread the infection to all of their neighbors in the
same layer who are still in S state. Then in step 4, the now infected I nodes in the second
layer will try to infect their S counterparts in the first layer with the inter-layer infection
probability. With this algorithm, eventually all nodes in the two-layer networks will be
infected since there is no recovery mechanism.
We plot the number of the countries being infected as a function of simulation time
step. We use either the Pearson or the partial correlation to construct the networks, and
choose either a stock market node or currency market node to initially infect. We then
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plot the number of the infected countries as a function of simulation time steps, and the
steepness of the slope of the infection curve’s slope of each country and sector shows how
efficient specific country’s sector is in spreading financial crises.
We find, in most of the cases, that major economies such as the United States or
Germany are faster in spreading crises to others. In contrast, countries with small GDP
values have flatter slopes and are slow in propagating crises to other countries or sectors.
Since in the SI model, there is no recovery in the nodes after they are infected, speed of the
default propagation initiated in a country reflects the role and importance of that country
in the world market. Interestingly, some countries with small GDP values, like Greece,
the Czech Republic, and Hungary, have have high power to spread the crisis comparable
to the power of their much larger counterparts. Another example is Portugal, which has
comparable power to spread crises as Poland, but has a much lower GDP than Poland.
Compared to the Pearson correlation, the partial correlation results show different dy-
namics. Some big countries like Brazil, Canada, and Mexico, previously being very efficient
in spreading the crisis, now exhibit flatter slopes or slower crisis spreading through the par-
tial correlation links. These results imply that the correlations of these large countries with
the other countries are mostly due to the global trend. As an illustration, In Figure (5.8),
we plot the default spreading graph of Canada, with number of countries being infected as
a function of simulation steps if the stock market of Iceland is shocked initially. The shift
between the slopes of the Pearson and partial correlation curves is very apparent, and the
partial correlation slopes is flatter and it means if the global trend is removed, then Canada
is not as capable of spreading the global crisis effectively as under Pearson measure if its
stock market is shocked initially.
Moreover, we find that smaller countries like Iceland, Cyprus, Malta, and Mauritius,
exhibit steeper slope or are more efficient in crisis propagation through the partial corre-
lation links compared to some larger countries. This finding tells us that when we remove
the global trend and only take the bilateral correlations into consideration, some small
countries have stronger ties to the rest of the world than originally observed, and these
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Figure 5.8: The number of stock markets and foreign exchange markets being affected as
a function of simulation steps, if the stock market of CANADA is initially shocked. The
blue curves are stock market, and green curves are foreign exchange market. Solid lines
are based on Pearson correlation probability measure and symbol lines are based on partial
correlation probability measure.
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Figure 5.9: The number of stock markets and foreign exchange markets being affected as
a function of simulation steps, if the stock market of Iceland is initially shocked. The blue
curves are stock market, and green curves are foreign exchange market. Solid lines are
based on Pearson correlation probability measure and symbol lines are based on partial
correlation probability measure.
small countries could play very important roles in the world economy. The importance of
these bilateral relationships of the small countries with the rest of the world becomes even
more important in times of crisis. To prove this point, we plot the crisis spreading graph
of Iceland, with number of countries being infected as a function of the simulation steps
annually. The infection probability is calculated with the yearly time series and annual
GDP data. In Figure (5.9), we plot the crisis spreading graphs for Iceland when the stock
market of Iceland is initially shocked.
We further analyze the partial-correlation-based systemic risk propagation to under-
stand the emergent importance of some smaller countries for the global financial system
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around crisis periods. We calculate the sum of correlations of a country with the rest of
the countries as a function of their GDPs, and plot these relationship annually. When
comparing the Pearson and partial correlation graphs of the stock market, we see that
some small countries, like Iceland and Cyprus, exhibit significant increase in their total
correlation magnitudes before and around financial crises, compared to other large coun-
tries, as shown in Figure (5.10). As a matter of fact, we know financial crises outbroke in
these two countries, and these crises did affect other countries’ financial health by shrink-
ing the offshore assets value of foreign investors, etc. Since partial correlation removes the
global trend, generally the overall magnitude of the correlation is reduced. However, in
comparison to the larger countries, the reduction magnitudes of countries like Iceland and
Cyprus are not as large as the big countries, which in turn makes their relative correlation
magnitudes larger, especially during crises periods. Hence, we see the partial correlation
as useful tool that can unveil the power of some small economies to efficiently spread crises
globally.
In short, from our dynamic networks model, we find that with using the Pearson cor-
relation to construction the links of the network, it is sufficient to find their strong ties
to the rest of the world and their importance in spreading the systemic risk of market
depress, but while for the countries with much smaller GDPs, partial correlation might be
the right measure because their powers to trigger the global size financial crisis cannot be
distinguished if just using Pearson correlation, but with applying the partial correlation,
the risks of rooting the global financial crisis from these small GDP countries can be iden-
tified, and we find some of them like Iceland and Greece, which cases are proved in the real
world. These findings could be useful for policy makers and bring some insight into which
countries and which sectors are systemically more important compared to others, allowing
central bankers, regulators, and policy makers to determine what are the specific parts
of the economic coupled network that need closer monitoring and attention for different
periods of the economic cycle.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.10: (a) Sum of partial correlations between the stock market of a country with
all the rest countries, as a function of GDP, for year 2006. (b) Sum of partial correlations
between the stock market of a country with all the rest countries, as a function of GDP,
for year 2007. (c) Sum of partial correlations between the stock market of a country with
all the rest countries, as a function of GDP, for year 2008. In the graphs, we observe some
countries with small GDPs increases their sum of correlations dramatically in 3 years, with
reach peaks during the financial crisis. Iceland and Cyprus are among these countries.
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5.6 Summary
In this study, we investigate the daily logarithmic returns in the stock market indices and
the currency exchange ratio returns of 60 countries / regions in the world. We use different
correlation measures such as Pearson and partial correlations, and find some phenomena
which could be used to serve as indicators for financial crisis like the overall correlations
within stock markets increase during crises periods, and the overall correlations within
foreign exchange markets, as well as the correlations between stock and foreign exchange
markets decrease during crises periods (Figure 5.2), and they could be used as precursors.
We use the heatmap and boxplot to visualize our findings, and further investigate statis-
tical meaning of our results by presenting correlation summary statistics and performing
the K-S test to closely study the characteristics of the correlation distributions. We also
apply hierarchy clustering tree and dendrogram to discover distinct community formations
and categorize the countries into clusters, in order to distinguish the strength of the effect
of certain crises to specific regions in the world. We then conduct Granger causality test
and exploit the Degree of Granger Connectedness (DGC) measure to explore whether we
can identify potential precursors of financial crises. Furthermore, we build a dynamics
interdependent networks model, to find the potency of different countries for triggering
global financial crises. Surprisingly, some small countries, measured by their GDPs, have
relatively strong power to spread financial crisis, especially shown by the partial correlation
measure. This is interesting finding because partial correlation measures bilateral correla-
tions between countries or financial sectors, after removing the influence of global trends.
Partial correlation reveals the intrinsic relations between markets, and in our study, it helps
to identify some smaller countries as efficient spreaders of financial crises. These countries
are hard to extract as important by using the Pearson correlation method, however, the
partial correlation measure reveals that even smaller countries are able to trigger global
financial crises. These findings could have major policy implications and could be helpful
for central bankers, policy makers and regulators in their daily monitoring duties, offer-
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ing a tool for identifying potential systemic risk sources. This, in turn could be useful in
taking preventative measures and implementing changes in the financial system to contain
potential financial crisis before it propagates globally and before a severe damage cascades
throughout the entire global economy.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
This dissertation is a review of the original research and results I conducted during my
PhD studies in Boston University. My researches use different scientific methods including
computer simulation (Chapter. 2), numerical calculation (Chapter. 3), analytic derivation
(Chapter. 4), and data analysis and modelling (Chapter. 5). It also contains different
aspects of research: theoretical network research in Chapter. 2, 3, and 4, as well as real-
world case Chapter. 5.
Networks are ubiquitous, a fact that is coming to be appreciated in recent years with
what is called in scientific circles the “network revolution”. Studies focus on a single net-
work, or a set of non-interacting networks, due to the mathematical challenges of treating
coupled networks. However almost all real systems are sustained not by isolated networks,
but by coupled networks. For example, power grids need controlling computer networks
to send them signals to keep functioning, and controlling computers need power grids to
provide electricity. Recently, Buldyrev et al. [14] published the first paper identifying the
new, and totally unexpected, phenomena that appear as soon as two or more networks are
coupled, spawning what is now called the “second network revolution”. In particular, a
failure cascade can occur when network A fails, leading to a failure of nodes belonging to
network B that interacts with network A. Prominent examples of such failure cascades
abound, ranging from the logical world (social networks, world-wide-web) to the physical
world (power grids, Internet). The interdependent network research triggers a burst in and
brings a whole new horizon to the network research.
In Chapter. 2, we study how the robustness, represented by the mutually connected gi-
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ant component size, changes under the affect of different assortativity. In real life, networks
could be formed in an assortative way, like popular people with a lot of acquaintances are
likely to make friends with other popular people, or in a disassortative way, like less-popular
persons seek to make friends with popular people. We want to study which formation are
more robustness to the random attack in interdependent networks. We found assortativ-
ity will decrease the robustness of the networks system, which makes the system more
vulnerable to random attack. Furthermore, we find the robustness of SF networks are
more sensitive and vulnerable than ER networks to assortativity change. Since most of
the real-life networks are SF networks, it reminds the policy makers to pay more attention
when making decisions like planning constructions of infrastructures and regulating social
networks.
In Chapter. 3, we study the percolation of partially coupled SF networks. As men-
tioned above, most of the real-life systems which can be modelled with networks usually
follow power-law degree distributions, thus they are more likely to be SF networks. More-
over, fully-dependent networks, which means each node in every network has one-to-one
dependence to a node in the other network, are rarely seen. Instead, partially dependence,
which means some of the nodes have counterpart dependence nodes while some don’t, are
a more realistic model. With bearing these two points in mind, we study the percolation of
partially coupled SF networks, and find the interesting hybrid transition phenomenon. In
some range of the coupling strength q, the fraction of nodes in one network depending on
the others, with more and more nodes losing their functionality due to the initial random
attack, the giant component first undergoes a smooth decrease, then at some point suffers
a steep drop with losing a majority part of its functioning nodes, but this damage is not
enough to break down the entire network. Then, as nodes are keeping being removed , the
giant component goes to zero from that small remaining fraction after the big damage. The
hybrid transition seems to be unique for SF networks since it does not appear in coupled
ER networks, and we demonstrate that SF coupled networks are more vulnerable (com-
pared to ER) to random failures and verifies for broader degree distribution the coupled
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system is more vulnerable.
In Chapter. 4, to bring the research into a broader and more generalized picture,
instead of two-layer interdependent networks model, we focus on n networks which n could
be any positive integer value. Thus, the two-network system now becomes a network-
of-networks system. Also, the dependence links are directional, different from the bi-
directional dependence links before. Our results show that if the NON are starlike, then if
the member networks are ER networks, with number of networks n increases, the first order
phase transition region expands and second order region shrinks. If the member networks
are SF networks, the second order region also shrinks with increasing n. Though the
first order transition only occurs at fully-coupling situation (q = 1), the hybrid transition
region does expand with larger n, similar to the ER case. If the NON is looplike with ER
networks, then the phase transition region is irrelevant of n, instead, as the average degree
of networks 〈k〉 increases, first order region shrinks and second order region spans.
In Chapter. 5, we propose to use the interdependent networks model to study the real
world financial markets. We study the stock market indices and foreign exchange rates
and find the overall correlations of them have some pattern, like the mean correlation of
stock market between different countries increases during financial crisis, while for foreign
exchange market and for the correlations between the stock market and foreign exchange
market, will decrease during crisis. Moreover, after using the partial correlation to reveal
the intrinsic correlation among countries and markets, we find the 2001 dot-com bubble
crisis is a localized crisis because the partial correlation value of this period does not stand
out from the calm periods. We also find there exists Granger causality between these two
markets, meaning the rise and fall of one market can cause the market oscillation in the
other, and there are clusters formation of countries so countries in the same group are
likely to suffer from the crisis together or one after another. With all the clues, we then
use the interdependent networks model to study the propagation of crisis rooted from one
single country, and we find with using partial correlation measure to build the link between
countries, some countries with smaller GDP values are capable of causing the global size
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financial crisis.
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